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BANKING & FINANCE
Sovereign Gold Bonds Redemption
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced the redemption price for the premature
redemption of Sovereign Gold Bonds (SGBs), which was due on February 8, 2022.
Highlights:
The redemption price is Rs 4,813 per unit. It's around 85% premium from its
issue price of Rs 2,600, which was fixed in January 2016.
The redemption price has assailed the idea of a straightforward average of
closing gold price for January 31- February 04, 2022.
The redemption price of SGB is about the idea of an exact average closing
gold price of 999 purity of the week preceding the date of redemption.
Sovereign Gold Bonds
SGBs, government securities, which are denominated in grams of gold.
They're substitutes for physical gold.
Investors must pay the difficult price in cash, and bonds are redeemed in
cash after maturity.
RBI issues the Bond on behalf of the state of India. As per the government's
notification, redemption could also be permitted after the fifth year from the
date of issue of SGBs, on the date on which interest is payable.
In January 2016, the government issued a second tranche of the
government's gold bond scheme.
Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme
Sovereign gold bonds are government securities. They're denominated in
grams of gold.
The sovereign gold bond scheme was launched in November 2015 to reduce
the demand for physical gold.
The scheme also seeks to shift a neighborhood of domestic savings
employed to purchase gold into financial savings.
Bonds are offered purchasable on the Issue price once they become available
to the general public.
The Gold Bond Scheme was inaugurated in November 2015. The first
sovereign gold bonds tranche was available for purchase in November 2015.
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These bonds have a tenure of 8 years. Exit options are available from the
fifth year.

Panchtantra Launched By FM Sitharaman
Nirmala Sitharaman, the Finance Minister, has introduced the first color souvenir
coin on the 'Panchtantra'.
Highlights
On the occasion of the 17th foundation day of Security Printing and Minting
Corporation of India Limited, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
launched the first color souvenir coin on 'Panchtantra' (SPMCIL).
In her speech, the finance minister emphasized the importance of upskilling
and obtaining new skills, and upgrading to meet the technology-driven
economy.
She also underlined the importance of improving product quality and
positioning SPMCIL as a leader in the production of currency and other
sovereign products.
In her welcome remarks, Ms. Tripti Patra Ghosh, CMD, SPMCIL,
highlighted the Company's accomplishments and creative efforts.
The Chief General Managers of the relevant 09 Units presented deserving
personnel with awards for their excellent performances throughout the event.
In her speech, the Finance Minister emphasized the importance of upskilling
and obtaining new skills and upgrading to match the technology-driven
economy.
She also underlined the importance of improving product quality and
positioning SPMCIL as a leader in the production of currency and other
sovereign products.
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BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Crude Palm Oil Imports Tax Cut
Central Government cut tax on crude palm oil imports (CPO) from 7.5 percent to
five percent, which came into effect on February 13, 2022.
Highlights
India is the world's biggest edible oil importer. It tries to rein in local
commodities prices and help domestic consumers and refiners.
The tax reduction is also called "agriculture infrastructure and development
cess (AIDC)."
It will broaden the gap between refined palm oil import duties and CPO.
The tax reduction effectively makes it cheaper for Indian refiners to import
CPO.
After the reduction in AIDC, the import tax difference between CPO and
refined palm oil would increase to eight .25 percent.
This reduction will help Indian refiners, but the government must increase
the difference to 11 percent to encourage local refining.
The tax cut will make crude palm oil more attractive than soy oil and
sunflower-seed oil for Indian refiners. It'll thus boost imports of tropical.
The tax cut will provide a necessary respite for consumers from high edible
oil prices.
Agriculture Infrastructure And Development Cess (AIDC)
AIDC may be a tax imposed by the government on the commercial
production of agricultural produce.
The charge rate depends on the assembly capacity.
The cash collected by the government through AIDC is employed for the
infrastructure development in agriculture across India.
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INTERNATIONAL
Military Drills By Russia And Belarus
Russia and Belarus began the joint military exercises near the Belarusian border
with Ukraine on 10 February 2022.
Highlights:
Military exercises started as a neighborhood of 10 days of drills. This
training is a significant element in Kremlin's menacing posture towards its
neighbor.
Around 30,000 Russian troops and every one of Belarusian soldiers
participated in the drills.
Forces have joined when Russia has amassed forces along its border with
Ukraine in the annexed Crimean Peninsula.
Several types of equipment for the drills traveled thousands of miles across
Russia.
Russia's S-400 missile defense systems have been activated in Belarus, near
the border with Ukraine.
Ukraine responded with 10 days of drills of its own. Around 10,000 troops
were involved in Ukraine's exercises.
Ukraine's drills will feature Javelin anti-tank missiles recently provided to
Kyiv and British NLAW anti-tank weapons.

US Bill Barring Forced Arbitration In Sexual Assault Cases
On February 10, 2022, Congress passed legislation ending forced arbitration in
sexual abuse and harassment disputes.
Highlights:
The Bill seeks to permit survivors to sue their abusers publicly in court,
albeit they need signed employment agreements that require them to settle
disputes through an arbitrator internally.
The Ending Forced Arbitration of sexual abuse and harassment bills will
continue retroactively.
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Bill nulls the pre-dispute arbitration agreement also as a pre-dispute jointaction waiver.
As per the bill, any agreement for arbitrating a dispute that had not yet arisen
when creating the agreement is named a pre-dispute arbitration agreement.
On the opposite hand, a pre-dispute joint-action waiver is an agreement
prohibiting or waiving the proper of the employee to take part during a joint,
class, or collective action during an arbitral, administrative, judicial, or other
forum, concerning a dispute.
This bill was introduced in 2017 in Congress by Senator Kirsten Gillibrand
within the #MeToo case at Fox News.
Forced Arbitration
Employee contracts often comprise arbitration provisions to limit what
they're allowed to mention workplace harassment or racism disputes.
It allows companies to internally settle disputes through an arbitrator, an
independent body comprising lawyers or retired judges. It restricts
employees from pursuing action publicly.

RCEP: Philippines Stance
The Philippines Senate has postponed the ratification of RCEP after Farmers, and
other civil society groups within the country took a cue from India's decision to
remain out of RCEP.
Highlights
The Philippines also expressed strong reservations against the mega trade
deal signed by the Duterte government.
The decision to defer ratification was taken within the backdrop of solid
opposition by farmers, civil society organizations, fishers, and the personal
sector within the Philippines.
The Philippines took this decision before the three-day visit of the Indian
secretary of state to Manila from February 13, 2022.
The visit was scheduled after India, and therefore the Philippines signed a
USD 374.96 million deal in January 2022. Under this deal. New Delhi will
export BrahMos missiles to the ASEAN country.
Federation of Free Farmers (FFF) issued an edge paper. It urged the
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country's Senate to defer the concurrence of the trade agreement thanks to a
scarcity of consultation with farmers and other stakeholders.
It also warned on proposed RCEP rules which will hamper the effectiveness
and application of trade remedies.
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
RCEP may be a trade agreement among Australia, Brunei, China,
Cambodia, Japan, Indonesia, Laos, South Korea, Myanmar, Malaysia, The
Philippines, New Zealand, Thailand, Singapore, and Vietnam.
Fifteen member countries of RCEP account for around 30% of the world's
population and 30% of worldwide GDP.
Thus, RCEP is the largest trade bloc in history. It's the primary trade
agreement involving the largest economies of Asia, including China, Japan,
Indonesia, and South Korea.
RCEP was first introduced during the 19th ASEAN Summit in Bali,
Indonesia, in November 2011. Negotiations started in early 2013.
Initially, India was a member of the RCEP drafting committee in 2011.
However, in 2019, it opted out of the agreement citing some concerns that
were left unaddressed.
One of the concerns is the risk posed by imports to domestic industries.
The trade agreement aims to make products and services available to the
ASEAN member states and FTA partners. It'll also do away with the range
of tariffs within 20 years.

Quad Ministerial Meeting
Foreign Ministers of Australia, India, and Japan recently noted that QUAD
cooperates to share intelligence on threats within the Indo-Pacific region.
Highlights:
For the primary time since this group was formed, ministers involved justice
for the 26/11 terror attacks in Mumbai (2008), also as Pathankot airbase
attack in 2016.
They held their fourth Quad ministerial meeting in Melbourne on also
February 11, 2022, resolved to spice up delivery of quite a billion COVID
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vaccines to be manufactured in India, step efforts to make specific maritime
security within the region, and to carry a special meet on global climate
change in 2022.
They also announced plans for a Quad summit, including PM Modi,
Australian PM Morrison, and U.S. President Biden. The summit will be
hosted in half of 2022 by Japan's PM Kishida in Tokyo.
QUAD
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue is the informal strategic dialogue between
India, Japan, the USA, and Australia to support a free, open, and prosperous
Indo-Pacific region.
Making QUAD was first mooted in 2007 by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe. But it couldn't move ahead as Australia pulled out of it due to Chinese
pressure.
Shinzo Abe again floated the concept of the Democratic Security Diamond
comprising of India, the US, Australia, and Japan for safeguarding maritime
commons from the Indian Ocean to the western Pacific.
Finally, in November 2017, India, Australia, US and Japan formed the
QUAD Coalition to return up with a new strategy to stay sea routes freed
from any influence in the Indo-Pacific region.
QUAD Grouping aims to counter China's aggressive behavior in the IndoPacific region.
India, Japan, and Australia had issued separate statements and listed the IndoPacific as a severe area of Quad's deliberations.
They also resolved to expand cooperation for upholding a rules-based order
and respect for the law of nations within the region.

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2021/2022 Report
The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) 2021/2022 report, unveiled at the
Dubai Expo, India, is among the highest five most accessible places to start a
replacement business.
Highlights:
The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) 2021/2022 report, unveiled at
the Dubai Expo, India, is among the highest five most accessible places to
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start a replacement business.
The survey of Indian respondents, who answered questions on their
entrepreneurial activity, attitudes to enterprise, and considering their local
entrepreneurial ecosystem, found that 82% think it's easy to start a business,
placing India fourth globally.
It was topped by Saudi Arabia and followed by Netherlands & Sweden.
India has topped amongst low-income economies (according to GDP per
capita) on different Entrepreneurial Framework Conditions like,
Entrepreneurial Finance,
Simple Access to Finance,
Government Policy: Support and Relevance
and Government Support: Taxes and Bureaucracy
While Government Entrepreneurial Programs was ranked second highest.

Kiribati Receives COVID Relief Packages From India
On February 13, 2022, India supplied medical supplies to Kiribati after the Pacific
Island nation asked for help handling the primary outbreak of COVID-19.
Highlights:
As per the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), the consignment contained
emergency Covid-19 medication, pulse oximeters, and Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) kits.
Medical supplies to Kiribati affirm India's commitment to providing
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief support as an early responder in
the Pacific region.
Despite the logistical issues in reaching Kiribati Island, medical supplies
were put together and despatched from India during a short span of your
time.
Significance:
India's consignment of medical supplies to Kiribati confirms its commitment
to supply disaster relief support and humanitarian assistance as an early
responder within the Pacific region.
It shows India's commitment to increase full support to Kiribati's national
efforts in mitigating the challenges arising thanks to the covid-19 pandemic.
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India-Kiribati Relations
Kiribati is an autonomous island nation in the central Pacific. It has 32 atolls
and one raised coral island called Banaba.
India and Kiribati established their diplomatic relations in 1985. High
Commission of India in Suva, Fiji, is accredited to Kiribati.
Kiribati also maintains an Honorary Consulate in New Delhi. Both are
republics within the Commonwealth of countries.
Kiribati has supported India's candidatures in several international
organizations. It had been one of 34 countries to co-sponsor the G-4
resolution on United Nations reform in 2005.

Nepal-Impeachment Motion Of Chief Justice
Cholendra Shumsher Rana is the current judge of Nepal. He recently faced an
"impeachment procedure." he's the second judge of the country to face
impeachment in seven years.
Highlights:
Chief Justice Rana was suspended. After his suspension, Dipak Karki, the
senior-most judge within the Supreme Court of Nepal, has appropriated his
position. 98 MPs of the Nepal Parliament signed the motion.
These MPs belong to the Congress party of the country, Maoists, and the
unified Socialist Party. Communist Party is the current opposition party.
The frequent impeachment in Nepal is mainly because of political
differences. The judiciary of Nepal has been under the influence of political
parties for a protracted time.
The three parties that passed the impeachment were thus far divided. But
they need suddenly close to impeaching the judge.
Impeachment In Nepal Constitution
25% votes of the total strength of the house are sufficient to suspend the
judge. This weak criterion is the main reason behind the frequent
impeachment of the chief justices.
In other democracies, the parliament forms a committee. The committee
investigates the fees filed against the judge.
Controversies
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In November 2021, the judges of the Supreme Court went on strike against
Rana. Consistent with them, Rana was allocating cases only to specific
benches.
He was skipping critical political matters. With this, Rana changed the
system of allocating the cases. He brought a lottery system to assign cases
randomly.
Apart from this, Rana faced accusations of corruption, mismanagement of
court, delaying hearings associated with the government, etc.

Fukushima Water Plan
On February 14, 2022, an international nuclear energy Agency (IAEA) task force
started a mission in Japan to review the release of treated water from a Fukushima
nuclear plant in the ocean.
Highlights
Since the Fukushima nuclear plant meltdown after a tsunami in 2011, a few
million tonnes of processed water have accumulated in tanks at crippled
plants. Space for storing at the plant is running out.
According to Japan, the decision to dilute and release water over several
decades is safe because an in-depth pumping and filtration system removes
most radioactive elements.
IAEA has also endorsed the discharge and says it is almost like wastewater
disposal at nuclear plants at other sites.
Concerns
The plan adopted by Japan in April 2021, which is predicted to start by
March 2023, is being questioned by neighboring countries over
environmental and safety concerns.
It also generated opposition from local fishing communities as they fear this
plan will undermine years of labor to revive confidence in their seafood.
Furthermore, the filtration process removes most radioactive elements from
water; however, some elements like tritium remain. Tritium is merely
harmful to humans in large doses.
IAEA mission
IAEA will now conduct a mission to review the action, data, plans, and
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relevant documents to assess their compliance against provisions included in
international safety standards.
IAEA task force would be scrutinizing elements including "radiological
characterization of water to be discharged" and its impact on people and the
environment.
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear energy Plant
Fukushima Nuclear Plant, a disabled nuclear energy plant, is located in
Okuma and Futaba in Japan, on a 3.5-square-kilometer site.
The plant suffered significant damage from the magnitude 9.0 earthquake
and tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011.
These events caused radiation leaks, permanently damaged several reactors,
and made them impossible to restart. By political decision, the remaining
reactors weren't restarted.
Fukushima nuclear energy Plant was first commissioned in 1971. It consists
of six boiling water reactors.

Babushka Battalion
Valentyna Konstantinovska, aged 79, is about to fight Russian soldiers' mano a
mano' for shielding her city if President Putin orders an invasion of Ukraine.
Highlights:
Konstantinova and the military of 'babushkas' (Older Women) have
volunteered since conflict broke out there in 2014.
They have dug trenches, made nets, provided supplies, offered treatment,
and built a lookout tower. They are organized by the far-right movement
Azov.
Their training offered basic lessons in first response treatment, survival &
evacuation, shooting a weapon, and weapons safety.
They have received only safety or awareness training in almost eight years
of conflict.
Azov Movement
Azov movement may be a far-right all-volunteer infantry military force.
They're ultra-nationalists who are accused of harboring supremacist and neoNazi ideology.
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It is a political wing based in Kyiv and gets little support. They did not win
in parliament in the 2019 elections.
However, Azov's military arm is usually seen as defenders in Mariupol city
after being reclaimed the town from the brief occupation in 2014 by Russianbacked separatists.
With their base 40 km from a strategic port city, they're the primary line of
defense in an attack.
Azov was banned in 2019, from Facebook, over hate speech. The event was
advertised through Instagram with no mention of Azov's involvement.
Russia-Ukraine conflict
Russia started amassing military personnel and equipment near its border in
March and April 2021.
The troops will be partially removed by June 2021. But the crisis was
renewed in October and November 2021.
Some 100,000 Russian troops again massed near the border by December
2021. This crisis started from the protracted Russia-Ukrainian War started in
early 2014.

Emergency Powers Invoked By Canada
On February 14, 2022, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau invoked rarelyused emergency powers to end trucker-led protests against Covid health rules.
Highlights:
Emergency powers were invoked after police arrested 11 people with a
"cache of firearms" blocking a border with the U.S.
It is the second time in Canada that such powers are invoked in peacetime.
Powers were invoked as many big rigs still clogged the streets of Ottawa and
two border crossings.
Prime Minister further said the military wouldn't be deployed at this stage.
However, authorities would be granted more powers of arresting protesters
and seizing their trucks to clear blockades, besides banning funding of the
protests.
The federal government invoked the Emergencies Act to supplement local
and territorial capacity to deal with blockades and occupations.
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"Freedom Convoy"
The Freedom Convoy may be a series of protests and blockades ongoing in
Canada. Truckers had started it against COVID-19 vaccine mandates and
restrictions.
It had been created to protest against the "need for vaccination" for crossing
the U.S.border.
Later, it evolved into a protest about COVID-19 restrictions generally. It
started on January 22, 2022, as many vehicles formed convoys from several
points.

Drones In Civilian Airspace For The First Time In Israel
Israel has become the first-ever country to permit drone flights in civilian airspace.
Highlights:
Israel has become the first-ever country to permit drone flights in civilian
airspace.
The certification was issued to the Hermes Starliner unmanned system by
the Israeli Civil Aviation Authority and was manufactured and developed by
Elbit Systems, an Israeli defense company.
The UAVs will be used for agriculture, the environment, public welfare,
economic activity, and crime.
For safety reasons, international aviation regulations prohibit uncertified
aircraft from flying in civilian airspace, limiting the operation of UAVs to
unsegregated airspace.
The Hermes Starliner unmanned system:
The Hermes Starliner, which features a wingspan of 17 meters and weighs
1.6 tons, can fly for up to 36 hours at an altitude of about 7,600 meters and
may carry a further 450 kg of electro-optical thermal, radar, and other
payloads.
It will be ready to participate in border security and anti-terror operations,
secure mass public events, perform maritime search and rescue, commercial
aviation, environmental inspection missions, and precision agriculture work.

Quit Tobacco App Launched By WHO
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World Health Organization (WHO) South-East Asia Region (SEAR) has launched
a Quit Tobacco App'.
Highlights:
World Health Organization (WHO) South-East Asia Region (SEAR) has
launched a Quit Tobacco App'.
This application helps people to offer up the utilization of tobacco altogether
forms, including smokeless and other newer products.
The App was launched by Dr. Poonam Khetrapal Singh, Regional Director,
WHO-SEAR, during WHO's year-long Commit to quit' campaign, which is
the latest tobacco control initiative by the WHO South-East Asia Region.
The app, the primary such by WHO, and therefore the first that targets all
sorts of tobacco, helps users to spot the triggers, set their targets, manage
cravings, and stay focused to quit tobacco.
Tobacco is the world's leading explanation for preventable death and kills
nearly 8 million persons per annum.
It claims 1.6 million lives within the WHO South-East Asia Region which is
amongst the most important producers and consumers of tobacco products.

Cope South 22 Conducted By US - Bangladesh
The air forces of Bangladesh and the U.S. will conduct a joint tactical airlift
exercise, 'Cope South 22'.
Highlights
The air forces of Bangladesh and the U.S. will conduct a joint tactical airlift
exercise, 'Cope South 22'.
The six-day exercise was sponsored by Pacific Air Forces (PACAF).
The bilateral exercise is held at Bangladesh Air Force (BAF) Kurmitola
Cantonment, Dhaka, and Operating Location-Alpha, Sylhet, Bangladesh.
The Pacific Air Forces-sponsored bilateral tactical airlift exercise goals
include improving interoperability with the Bangladesh Air Force and
supporting the soldiers of Bangladesh's long-term modernization efforts to
keep up regional stability.
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The goal of the exercise is bolstering bilateral ties between the 2 countries
through tactical airlift sorties and subject-matter expert exchanges.
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
Reimagining Healthcare In India Report By NITI Aayog
The NITI Aayog published a paper titled "Reimagining Healthcare in India using
Blended Finance."
Highlights:
According to the NITI Aayog report, India spends the least on healthcare
among the BRICS countries.
The report highlights that around 65 percent of hospital beds in India cater to
almost 50 percent of the population in Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Telangana, and Kerala.
Another 50 percent of India's population living in the remainder of 21 states
and eight Union Territories (UTs) has access to 35 percent of hospital beds.
It noted that a minimum of 30 percent must increase several beds to ensure
people's equitable access to healthcare facilities.
The hospital sector in India accounts for 80 percent of the total healthcare
market.
In the fiscal year 2017, it had been valued at USD 61.79 billion, which will
probably succeed in USD 132 billion by 2023.
Per the report, insurance contributes 20 percent to the non-life insurance
business.
This makes it the second-largest portfolio.
Blended finance is an approach of financing, during which catalytic funding
from public and philanthropic sources is utilized for mobilizing additional
private sector investment in a bid to understand social goals and outcomes.
The market size for telemedicine in India was USD 830 million as of 2019.
It's expected to extend to USD 5.5 billion by 2025. It's growing at a CAGR
of 31 percent during 2020-25.
PM-JAY can improve health insurance penetration in India from 34% to
50%. This would contribute to a rise in the need for in-patient care.

Voice Of Customer Recognition 2021 In Indian Airports
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Seven AAI airports are selected for "Voice of Customer Recognition" under the
"World Voice of Customer Initiative" of Airports Council International (ACI).
Highlights:
AAI airports namely, Chennai, Goa, Kolkata, Patna, Pune, Chandigarh, and
Bhubaneswar, participated in ACI-ASQ (Airport Service Quality) survey in
2021.
The "voice of customer initiative" was initiated by 'Airports Council
International' for recognizing airports committed to making sure their voice
is heard and continued to prioritize their customers, even during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
ASQ survey
ASQ is the internationally established and world-renowned global
benchmarking program that measures passengers' satisfaction while
traveling through an airport. It's conducted by Airports Council International
(ACI).
ASQ Awards recognize those airports across the planet that deliver the best
customer experience within the opinion of their passengers.
ASQ program supplies research tools and management information for
better understanding passengers' views and helps in understanding what they
need from an airport from a services and products standpoint.
Airports Council International (ACI)
ACI represents the world's airport authorities in creating unified industry
practices that advance airport standards internationally.
It was established in 1991 and is predicated in Montreal, Canada. Members
of ACI operate around 2000 airports.
Significant programs include Airport Service Quality Awards (ASQ) and
safety enhancement (APEX), supported passenger satisfaction ratings.
Other initiatives include economics, carbon accreditation, operational
security,
and other
people
trafficking.
Airports
Authority
of India
(AAI)
AAI may be a statutory body working under the ownership of the
Directorate General of Civil Aviation, Ministry of Civil Aviation.
AAI creates, upgrades, maintains, and manages civil aviation
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infrastructure in India.
It provides Communication Navigation Surveillance/ traffic
Management (CNS/ATM) services to Indian airspace and marine areas.
It currently manages 137 Airports, including 81 Domestic Airports, 34
International, 10 Customs, and 23 Civil enclaves at Defense Airfields.

Rail-cum-Road Bridge Over River Ganga In Bihar
Nitin Gadkari, The Union Minister of Road Transport and Highways, and Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar jointly inaugurated the 14.5-kilometer long 'Rail-cumRoad-Bridge' in Bihar.
Highlights
Nitin Gadkari inaugurates the long Rail-cum-Road Bridge over River Ganga
in Bihar.
The Union Minister of Road Transport and Highways and Bihar Chief
Minister jointly inaugurated the 14.5-kilometer long 'Rail-cum-Road-Bridge'
in Bihar.
The much-awaited bridge is made over the River Ganga on NH 333B in
Bihar's Munger region.
The value of the 'Rail-cum-Road-Bridge' project is Rs 696 crore.
The new bridge will reduce the period, boost agriculture tourism, and
generate employment opportunities.
One of Bihar's major tourist and pilgrimage sites, Munger, is documented for
its rich ancient history, culture, education, and commerce.
With the development of this Rail-cum-Road-Bridge, the space from
Munger to Khagaria is going to be, but 100 kilometers and also, the space
from Munger to Begusarai are going to be but 20 kilometers.

Hope Express Announced To Prevent Cancer
Maharashtra's Health Minister, Rajesh Tope, has announced that "Hope Express"
will be launched within the state to stop cancer.
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Highlights:
Maharashtra's Health Minister, Rajesh Tope, has anthe announced that
"Hope Express" is going to be launched within the state to stop cancer.
This is the first time a machine like this has been announced in India.
He spoke at the launch of a state-of-the-art Mosaic-3D radiation machine at
a private hospital in Kolhapur.
The State Health Minister also promised to require the initiative to start
Hope Express in every state district through district planning.
He also inaugurated the Oncoprime Cancer Center online at the Hattarki
Hospital in Gadhinglaj. The center will benefit patients in rural areas.
According to the Health Minister, the state government's decision to allow
the sale of wine in supermarkets has sparked controversy.
He stated that the decision was made to help grape growers rather than
promote alcohol.

Sainya Ranakshetram
Indian Army has conducted a first-of-its-kind Hackathon named "Sainya
Ranakshetram."
Highlights
Indian Army has conducted a first-of-its-kind Hackathon named "Sainya
Ranakshetram."
The hackathon was held in the Military College of Telecommunication
Engineering (MCTE) in Mhow, under the Army Training Command
(ATRAC) supervision in Shimla, one of the Indian Army's seven commands.
From 01 October to 31 December 2021, the festival was organized as
"Sainya Ranakshetram" by the Rashtriya Raksha University.
Over 15,000 people took part in the virtual event, which included various
activities that supported Secure Coding, Software Defined Radio
exploitation, and Cyber Offensive skills.
Furthermore, one of the most memorable aspects of the event was when
participants competed in cyberspace against simulated dangers.
In addition, the event featured a variety of coaching sessions and expert
sessions for the attendees.
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Cyber enthusiasts from across India were the cynosure within the entire
event.

Durbar Hall At Raj Bhavan Launched By President
President of India, Ram Nath Kovind, has inaugurated the Durbar Hall at Raj
Bhavan, situated at Malabar Hill, Mumbai.
Highlights
President of India, Ram Nath Kovind, has inaugurated the Durbar Hall at
Raj Bhavan, situated at Malabar Hill, Mumbai.
The new court hall has been given extra features such as a balcony and a sea
view gallery while keeping the heritage aspects of the previous court hall.
Durbar Hall has political importance because it has been related to the state's
oath-taking ceremonies of the Governors and chief ministers.
Earlier, the inauguration of Durbar Hall was scheduled for Immaculate
launch 2021. Still, it had been postponed due to the sudden demise of
General Bipin Rawat, chief of defense staff, during a helicopter crash.
Durbar Hall:
Most of the swearing-in ceremonies were held at the Durbar Hall until 1995
when Manohar Joshi took oath because the chief minister at Shivaji Park at
Dadar for the primary time.
The new Durbar Hall is made on the location of the old Durbar Hall and
features a capaciousness of 750.
Chief minister Uddhav Thackeray also took the oath of the position at a
grand event held at Shivaji Park on 29 November 2019.
Thackeray also informed that the map of Unified Maharashtra was
inaugurated here at Durbar Hall at the hands of the then prime minister
Pandit Nehru.

New Skill And Entrepreneurship Development University
According to Transport Minister B Sriramulu, a replacement Skill and
Entrepreneurship Development University planned in the Kalyana-Karnataka
region.
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Highlights
The Skill Development University is being planned for inclusive
development of the region.
This university will be opened because new technology must be adopted,
and there's a requirement for result-oriented projects in the backward region.
Skill development university needs hours to equip the new generation and
youths with the latest skills.
According to the minister, there's a norm of reserving 8 percent seats for the
candidates from the Kalyana-Karnataka region in recruitment and education
institutions across other parts of Karnataka.
But this norm isn't being followed strictly. Thus, the government will take
steps to implement it strictly.
Officials are given a one-month time for submitting the small print of vacant
posts and employees eligible for promotion under special status accorded to
the region.

Hippocratic Oath
Indian Medical Association (IMA) has begun against the suggestion by National
Medical Commission (NMC) to exchange the Hippocratic Oath with Charak
Shapath during the conference with medical graduates.
Highlights
According to IMA, Charak Shapath wasn't made up of the point of view of
recent medicine.
IMA is of the view that oaths shall follow a world outlook. It must be
beyond the views of race, caste, gender, and creed.
Oath is for the betterment of the citizenry. It shall be suitable for
contemporary science promoting constant questioning and corrections.
But Charak Shapath is predicated on regionalism. It insists on aspects
hindering the personal freedom of woman patients and promotes
superstition. Thus, not suitable for scientific methods.
IMA cares that; the proposed Oath will cause exclusion of recent medicine
from the worldwide community. It'll drag the world backward.
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The suggestion for the replacement of Oath was made during a recent
meeting of NMC, the regulator for medical education and practices in India.
Hippocratic Oath
Hippocratic Oath is an ethic for fresh medical graduates. It's believed to be
written by Ancient Greek physician Hippocrates.
This Oath was revised by World Medical Association (WMA) and promoted
because of the Declaration of Geneva in 1948.
It outlines the professional duties of physicians and affirms ethical principles
of the worldwide medical community.
Indian Medical Association (IMA)
IMA may be a national voluntary organization of physicians in India. It's and
cares about the interest of doctors or the wellbeing of the community.
It was established as the All India Medical Association in 1928. In 1930, it
was renamed the "Indian Medical Association." It's a society registered
under the "Societies Act of India."
World Medical Association (WMA)
WMA is an independent and international confederation of free professional
medical associations. It represents physicians worldwide.
It was formally established on September 18, 1947. It has become 115
national medical associations as of 2021.

Chinese Apps Banned
On February 14, 2022, India banned 54 Chinese apps that threatened India's
security.
Highlights:
These 54 apps were banned because they allegedly obtained necessary
permissions and collected sensitive data.
Collected real-time data is misused and transmitted to servers located in
hostile countries.
In June 2021, India banned 59 Chinese mobile applications, including
widely-used social media platforms like TikTok, WeChat, and Helo, as they
posed a threat to India's sovereignty and security.
India has blocked 321 apps since border tensions started with China in May
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2020.
India announced the first round of bans in June 2020, following the killing
of 20 Indian soldiers during a clash with Chinese troops at Galwan Valley in
eastern Ladakh.
The apps were banned following Section 69A of the knowledge Technology
Act.
Apps Banned
Beauty Camera-Selfie Camera, Sweet Selfie HD, Viva Video Editor, Garena Free
Fire Illuminate, Dual Space Lite, Tencent Driver, Onmyoji Arena, and AppLock.
Free Fire
Garena Free Fire is Singapore-based, and its developer isn't from China.
This game was one of the top downloaded games in India 2021.
It had filled up the space created by PUBG Mobile after its ban in September
2020. The app was already off from App Store and Play Store in India.

JITs In India
Department for Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade (DPIIT) of India and
Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) of Japan held an annual meeting
to review the progress under Japanese Industrial Townships (JITs) in India.
Highlights:
DPIIT and the States presented developed infrastructure and land open for
Japanese investors in these townships.
Japanese companies were requested for field visits to JITs to draw in
investments.
DPIIT reviewed the status of JITs with METI during a virtual platform in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Japan Embassy in India and the Japan External Trade Organization
(JETRO) also partook from the Japanese part.
From the Indian side, Officers from the Ministry of External Affairs,
Embassy of India in Tokyo, and representatives of Invest India, also as
representatives of State Governments, took part in the meeting.
JIT Set-Up:
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Japan Industrial Townships (JITs) were found out following "Action Agenda
for India-Japan Investment & Trade Promotion and Asia-Pacific Economic
Integration," which was signed between METI (Japan) and DPIIT (India) in
April 2015.
This action plan was signed to require steps for developing "Japan Industrial
Townships" in India, specifically in Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor
(DMIC) and Chennai Bengaluru Industrial Corridor (CBIC) regions, with
the target of accelerating Japanese investment to India.
JITs Japanese Companies
Presently, there are 114 Japanese companies across JITs. Neemrana and Sri
City industrial townships host most of the Japanese companies.
Companies like Isuzu, Daikin, Yamaha Music, Kobelco, Hitachi
Automotive, etc., are Japanese marque investors to line up manufacturing in
these townships.
Industrial Township
Japan is the only country to possess dedicated country-focused industrial
townships in India.
These JITs offer unique Japan desks for translation & facilitation support,
plug & play facilities, world-class infrastructure facilities, special incentives
for Japanese companies and residential clusters.

Caste Census Databases Integration By NHA
On February 14, 2022, the National Health Authority (NHA) started an exercise to
integrate the beneficiary database under several schemes for upgrading its database
during a bid to implement the scheme better.
Highlights
AB-PMJAY Stands for Ayushman Bharat-Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya
Yojana
It provides insurance of up to Rs 5 lakh per family per annum. Insurance is
provided for secondary and tertiary care-related hospitalizations.
Under the scheme, 10.74 crore beneficiary families are identified from the
Socio-Economic Caste Census (SECC) of 2011 on the idea of 6 deprivation
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and 11 occupational criteria, respectively, in rural and concrete areas.
The majority of SECC, 2011 also eligible for benefits under National Food
Security Portal (NFSA).
Integration of various database
The NHA is functioning on integrating SECC 2011 beneficiary database
with NFSA. It'll enable beneficiaries to hunt information on their entitlement
under AB PM-JAY using card numbers.
It is also performing on a proposal to use Ration Shops or Fair Price Shops
to provide information associated with the scheme and as an entitlement to
eligible beneficiaries.
The integration will provide a further avenue for card creation to
beneficiaries alongside existing UTI-ITSL, Common Service Centre, etc.
It will also make the beneficiary identification process very convenient.
Caste Census Databases Integration
As per Health Ministry, Aadhaar may be a common identity across most
state databases.
It will enable the combination of caste census databases and ensure certainty
on identifying beneficiaries through e-KYC. e-KYC enables target-based
paperless delivery of services.
National Health Authority (NHA)
NHA is liable for implementing the Ayushman Bharat Pradhan Mantri Jan
Arogya Yojana (AB-PMJAY).
It was set up to implement PM-JAY at the national level. It's the successor of
the National Health Agency.
National Health Agency was reconstituted as National Health Authority in
January 2019.

West Bengal Assembly Proroguing
The West Bengal Governor prorogued the assembly using his powers under Article
174.
Highlights
Proroguing is discontinuing the session of parliament or state legislature.
This doesn't involve dissolving the assembly.
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Article 174 provides powers to the Governor to summon, prorogue and
dissolve the legislature. The Governor can do so only supported conditions
as mentioned in Article 163.
Article 163 says that the Governor should act supported the recommendation
of the chief minister and, therefore, the council of ministers.
Supreme Court
2016 the Arunachal Pradesh case has supported this issue. The dispute was
between Deputy Speaker of Arunachal Pradesh, Nabam Rebia, and Bamang
Felix.
The SC pronounced that power doesn't dwell in the hands of the Governor. It
should be exercised with the help of a council of ministers.
The president nominates the Governor. The nominated personalities shall
not override the representatives of the people.
The Governor shall not overrule state legislature. This is often because the
constitution was created supported the principle of ministerial responsibility.
Directionary Powers of Governor
Article 163 (1): It limits the discretionary powers of the Governor. The
Governor shall act only in cases where the constitution specifies that he shall
act on his independent mind.
The Governor shall use his discretionary power under Article 174 as long as
the State's Chief Minister has lost support from the house.
Article 169: The Parliament shall abolish the legislature of a state by law.
However, this happens as long as the state legislature passes a resolution.
Article 175: The Governor shall address the state legislature and the council.
He shall send messages to the homes.
Article 176: The Governor shall address the houses during their
commencement.

ABG Shipyard Bank Fraud Case Booked By CBI
The Central Bureau of Investigation (SB) has secured ABG Shipyard Ltd in its
most significant bank fraud case.
Highlights
CBI also booked its then Chairman and director Rishi Kamlesh Agarwal
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alongside others.
They have been booked for defrauding a consortium of banks led by the
depository financial institution of India of quite Rs 22,842 crore.
They have been charged with alleged criminal conspiracy offenses, criminal
breach of trust & abuse of official position, and cheating under the IPC and
Prevention of Corruption Act.
SBI had first filed a complaint on November 8, 2019, and had sought some
clarifications on March 12, 2020.
After scrutinizing for around one and a half-year, the bank filed a fresh
complaint in August 2020. CBI worked on the complaint filing an FIR on
February 7, 2022.
Issue
The ABG Shipyard Ltd has sanctioned credit facilities from 28 banks and
financial institutions. Thus, SBI had an exposure of Rs 2468.51 crore.
According to a forensic audit, between 2012-17, the accused conspired
together and committed illegal activities like misappropriation, diversion of
funds, and criminal breach of trust.
Funds were used for purposes other than that banks released. It's the most
crucial bank fraud case registered by CBI.
ABG Shipyard Ltd
ABG may be a Mumbai-based shipbuilding company. It's a neighborhood of
ABG Group of companies, but with diversified business interests.
The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Mumbai. It's
shipbuilding operations in Dahej and Surat in Gujarat.
It operates a ship repair unit in Goa after acquiring Western India Shipyard
Limited in October 2010.
ABG became one of the most critical private shipbuilding companies, with a
capacity for manufacturing vessels up to twenty tonnes in weight.

Nanna Shale Nanna Koduge App
Department of Primary & education in Karnataka developed an app titled Nanna
Shale Nanna Koduge. Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai will launch the app on
February 14, 2022.
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Highlights
Nanna Shale Nanna Koduge app, Meaning My School, My contribution' app
is going to be launched to assist in addressing infrastructure needs of state
schools, optimal use of hearing aids, shortage of teachers, and utilization of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) funds.
This app will provide assistance to many departments in about 80
organizations working to enhance schools and faculty education in
Karnataka.
It will provide details of any government school on the app. It will also list
out several things required by government schools.
Aim
The app is going to be launched with the aim of providing accessibility to
donors across the planet.
It seeks to develop a way of ownership among the public, stakeholders, and
alumni. It also seeks to strengthen the general public education system.
It further aims to supply quick and straightforward access to colleges
without human interface.
App Interface
The app comprises 1 window for donors and one for schools. Donors will
get an inventory of faculties in need-based format, after logging into the app.
They're going to have the choice to donate material or money, after selecting
a faculty. There would be fixed timelines so as to effectively utilize
donations.
Investments
Under the program, an investment of Rs 875 crore will be required, wherein
Rs 200,000 will be dedicated to every school. Department seeks to develop a
minimum of 100 schools by 2024-25 school year.
Under the Jalajeevan Mission, Rs 50 crore has been earmarked, so as to
supply beverages and construct toilets in schools.

Drone Import Ban
On February 9, 2022, the Union government put a ban on the import of drones
aside from security, research, and defense purposes.
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Highlights
The government banned drone import with the aim of promoting Made in
India' drones. However, there'll be no ban on the import of drone parts.
The government has taken several steps for enhancing the domestic
manufacturing of drones and drone components. Few are,
The government announced a Rs 120-crore Production Linked
Incentive (PLI) scheme.
It liberalized drone operation rules.
The government also prohibited Import policy for drones in
Completely Built-Up or Semi Knocked Down or Completely
Knocked Down form, with exceptions provided for R&D, defense,
and security purposes.
Import of drones for R&D, defense, and security purposes would
require government clearances.
New Drone Rules, 2021 were released. It reduced fees and
compliances required to be paid to work drones.
Civil Aviation Ministry launched an airspace map of India to
demarcate areas where drones are often used without permission and
as areas during which drones can't be operated without authorities'
permission.
New Drone Rules 2021
New Drone Rules 2021 were released to bring a more liberalized regime for
unmanned aircraft systems. Key provisions of the new rules include:
A Digital sky platform is going to be developed as a business-friendly
single-window online system.
In green zones, no flight permission is going to be required up to 400
feet, while in areas between 8-12 km from the airport perimeter, flight
permission won't be required up to 200 feet.
No pilot license is going to be required for micro drones, nano
drones, and for R&D organizations.
There will be no restriction on drone operations by foreign-owned
companies registered in the country.
DGFT will regulate the import of drones and drone components.
Security clearance won't be required before any registration or license
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issuance.
Drone corridors are going to be developed for cargo deliveries.

Biomass-Based Hydrogen Plant In India
India's first commercial-scale biomass-based hydrogen plant is going to be
constructed in the Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh.
Highlights
From 30 tonnes of biomass feedstock, a Biomass-based hydrogen plant will
produce a tonne of hydrogen per day.
It will also produce biochar and methane.It will be put up with an investment
of Rs 24 crore.
The plant is being put up by Watomo Energies Ltd in association with Biezel
Green Energy.
Watomo Energies
Watomo Energies is headquartered in Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh.
Watomo Energies may be a consulting, implementation, marketing, and
project management company. it's more sort of a farmer-producer
organization.
Biezel Green
Biezel Green maybe a company promoted by Prof Preetam Singh, from IIT
BHU. it's the technology partner, owning the technology for thermally
accelerated anaerobic digestion (TAD) reactor'.
The reactor can produce methane, hydrogen, and biochar from biomass.
Biezel Green will own 50 percent of the venture. While 50 percent will
come from interested farmers.
Prof Preetam Singh
Prof Preetam Singh was a student of Prof John Goodenough. He won a
Nobel prize in 1999 for his discovery of Lithium-ion chemistry for batteries.

Indias G20 Presidency: G20 Secretariat Formed In India
India will hold the Presidency of the G20 from 1 December 2022 to 30 November
2023 and therefore the G20 Summit is going to be held in India in 2023 (18th
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edition).
Highlights
India will hold the Presidency of the G20 from 1 December 2022 to 30
November 2023 and therefore the G20 Summit is going to be held in India
in 2023 (18th edition).
For its preparation, the govt has approved the fixing of a G20 Secretariat and
its reporting structures.
The G20 Secretariat is going to be guided by an Apex Committee headed by
Prime Minister and it'll have the subsequent members:
Finance Minister: Nirmala Sitharaman,
Home Minister: Amit Shah,
External Affairs Minister: S. Jaishankar, and
G20 Sherpa: Piyush Goyal
The G20 secretariat is going to be liable for the implementation of overall
policy decisions and arrangements needed for steering India's forthcoming
G20 Presidency.
In 2021, the G20 summits were held in Rome, Italy. In 2022 the G20 summit
is going to be held in Bali, Indonesia while in 2023 it'll be held in New
Delhi, India.

Wholesale Inflation Declines To 12.96% In India This January
India's wholesale inflation has eased to 12.96 you uninterested in January from
13.56 you uninterested in the previous month.
Highlights
India's wholesale inflation has eased to 12.96 you uninterested in January
from 13.56 you uninterested in the previous month.
The Wholesale price level (WPI) based inflation has declined consistently in
recent months. It fell from 14.87 uninterested in November 2021 to 13.56
uninterested in December 2021 and further to 12.96 uninterested in January
2022.
However, inflation still remains at an elevated level and maybe a matter of
concern for economic policymakers.
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The high inflation rate in January 2022 is primarily because of rising prices
of mineral oils, crude petroleum & gas, basic metals, chemicals, and
chemical products, food articles, etc compared to the previous year's
corresponding month.
Wholesale food inflation hardened during the month of January.
The speed of inflation supported the WPI Food Index increased marginally
from 9.24 you uninterested in December 2021 to 9.55 you uninterested in
January 2022.
Prices of Minerals rose by 11.08 attempt to non-food articles became costlier
by 0.37 you uninterested in January 2022 as compared to December 2021.

INSACOG Network Extend To Neighbor Countries
Recently, India announced to increase its "SARS-CoV-2 Genomics Consortium
(INSACOG) network" to neighbor countries to fight against Covid-19.
Highlights
INSACOG may be a network of laboratories for genomic sequencing and
surveillance.
India will also implement the "TRIPS waiver," which is co-sponsored with
South Africa to diversify its local manufacturing in regional markets.
As a part of India's development assistance package amid pandemic, it's
conducted 17 training modules for around 60 countries focused on the entire
spectrum of COVID management.
India will take its experience in testing, treating, and vaccinating an outsized
population across different geographies and terrains to make customized and
tailor-made capacity building and technical training programs for healthcare
and frontline workers in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
INSACOG
INSACOG stands for "Indian SARS-CoV-2 Genetics Consortium" or
"Indian SARS-CoV-2 Consortium on Genomics".
This forum was founded on 30 December 2020, under the Indian Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare.
It was found to review and monitor genome sequencing and virus variation
of covid-19 strains in India.
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INSACOG works as a consortium of 38 national laboratories located across
India. It's involved in genome sequencing.
All these 10 laboratories are mandated to share 5% of positive samples with
INSACOG to conduct further research and studies.
Database of all samples of the latest variants is maintained by National
Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) nodal unit.
Furthermore, two national genomic sequencing database centers are
appointed:
National Institute of Biomedical Genomics
CSIR Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology.

Fintech Open Month Began On 7 February
Fintech Open Month started on 7 February 2022. it's a first-of-its-kind initiative that
brings together the Fintech professionals & enthusiasts, regulators, industry leaders,
start-up community, and developers on a standard platform.
Highlights
Professionals, leaders, and start-up communities collaborate on this common
platform, exchange ideas, and innovate.It was started by NITI Aayog.
Union Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw inaugurated the summit within the NITI
Aayog, Dr. Rajiv Kumar.
Key highlights of the Fintech Open Month summit will be India's most
prominent fintech hackathon ever.
It will provide a chance to present breakthrough ideas to individual
developers and start-up communities with the potential to unravel real-world
problems.
Fintech Open Month is being organized by NITI Aayog, PhonePe, Amazon
Web Services (AWS), and EY to showcase the importance of the fintech
industry.
It's a three-week-long virtual summit organized from February 728, 2022.
Theme
The FinTech month will create an immersive learning experience, with the
overarching theme 'OPEN.' It aims to realize three key objectives:
Encourage an OPEN ecosystem across the FinTech industry
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Foster co-innovation and growth
Ensure financial inclusion and leverage new models like Account
Aggregator to unleash the next wave of fintech innovation.
Week One
Week one among the Fintech Open Month included deep dives, in-depth
conversations, and panel discussions to spotlight opinions, innovation, and
diverse perspectives from industry leaders.

India Handling Solar Waste
While India's solar energy capacity is increasing, it doesn't have a valid policy on
managing the waste generated from solar panels and their manufacturing process.
Highlights
Currently, India considers solar waste a neighborhood of its generated
electronic waste and thus doesn't account for it independently.
Also, the state doesn't have any commercially operated staple solar e-waste
recovering facility.
In Gummidipoondi, Tamil Nadu, a facility has been found out for the aim of
recovering solar e-waste recycling and recovery, albeit it's a personal firm.
In India, solar waste is sold as scrap, and it can cause the rise of solar ewaste if proper recycling isn't done.
The government should focus on drafting a group of rules that will check out
handling solar e-waste.
The life cycle of a solar array is 20 to 25 years; therefore, the problem we
face is yet to return, but when it eventually catches up, the state will be
handling an enormous problem with most of the landfills being crammed
with solar waste. Hence, drafting a policy handling this is often a
requirement.
Solar Energy Capacity in India
By this year, the govt features a target of manufacturing 100GW of solar
power. The nodal energy that appears into this is often the Ministry of latest
and Renewable energy.
India features a National Solar Mission whose aim is to determine the state
because of the global leader within solar power.
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Production-linked Incentives are brought forward to market this sector.
In association with the French President, PM Modi launched the
International Solar Alliance in 2015 with the vision of 1 World, One Sun,
One Grid (OSOWOG).

Darkathon-2022
The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) is organizing a "Darkathon-2022" to seek out
solutions to counter drug traffic through the darknet.
Highlights
The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) is organizing a "Darkathon-2022" to
seek out solutions to counter drug traffic through the darknet.
The initiative involves students, youth, and technical experts to seek
practical solutions to unravel the anonymity of darknet markets.
The agency recently smashed three groups of drug peddlers operating on the
network that's accessed through encryption software that enables users'
anonymity.
The prize for the primary winner is Rs 2.50 lakh, and the runner-up would
get Rs 2 lakh and therefore the third winner Rs 1.50 lakh.
The consolation prize for the 4th and 5th place is Rs 25,000 each. The web
registration
will
continue
till
March
31
through
https://ncb.cyberchallenge.in.
Narcotics Control Bureau
Narcotics Control Bureau Director-General is Satya Narayan Pradhan
Narcotics Control Bureau Headquarters was founded in New Delhi in 1986.

New India Literacy Program Approved By GoI
Ministry of Education has approved a replacement scheme named "New India
Literacy Program" for FYs 2022-2027 to cover all the aspects of adult education.
Highlights
Ministry of Education has approved a replacement scheme named "New
India Literacy Program" for FYs 2022-2027 to cover all the aspects of adult
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education.
The scheme aims to align adult education will all aspects of National
Education Policy 2020 and Budget Announcements 2021-22.
The government has now replaced "Adult Education" with 'Education for
All' within the country.
The Scheme:
The total outlay of the "New India Literacy Program is Rs.1037.90 crore for
FYs 2022-27.
Which includes the Central share of Rs.700 crore and the State share of
Rs.337.90 crore, respectively.
The scheme will cover non-literates of 15 years and above altogether
states/UTs within the country.
As per Census 2011, the number of non-literates of the country in 15 years
and above people is 25.76 crore (Male 9.08 crore, Female 16.68 crore).
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
MUSE and HelioSwarm Projects By NASA
On 10 February 2022, NASA selected two science missions, namely, Multi-slit
Solar Explorer (MUSE) and HelioSwarm, for improving our understanding of the
dynamics of the Sun, constantly changing space environment, and Sun-Earth
connection.
Highlights:
The mission will provide a deeper understanding of the universe and offer
critical information for shielding astronauts, satellites, and communications
signals like GPS.
Missions will provide new and deeper insight into the solar atmosphere and
space.
They further extend the science of other heliophysics missions and provide a
singular perspective and novel approach for understanding the mysteries of
the star.
The MUSE Mission
The MUSE Mission will assist scientists in understanding the Sun's corona
heating driving forces.
It'll also help understand the eruptions in the outermost region, which are at
the inspiration of space.
It will offer a deeper insight into the physics of the solar atmosphere by
using an instrument called a multi-slit spectrometer, which can observe
extreme ultraviolet of Sun and acquire the highest resolution images of the
solar transition region and, therefore, the corona.
Mission will further provide complementary observations from heliophysics
research like ground-based observatories and Extreme Ultra-Violet
Spectroscopic Telescope.
The HelioSwarm mission
This mission may be a constellation of the "swarm" of nine spacecraft. It'll
be launched to capture the first multiscale in-space measurements of
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magnetic flux fluctuations, also as solar radiation motions, called solar
radiation turbulence.
The outermost atmospheric layer of the Sun called the heliosphere, encloses
a massive system region. Solarwinds spread through the heliosphere.
Their interactions with planetary magnetospheres and disruptions like
coronal mass ejections affect the turbulence.
This mission will provide a singular ability to research turbulence. Mission's
budget is USD 250 million.

Renewable Energy In Agriculture Sector Target
The central government has set the target to exchange diesel with renewable energy
in the agricultural sector by 2024.
Highlights:
This target was set in line with the Government's commitment to
accelerating the share of non-fossil fuels by 2030 and becoming a net-zero
emitter by 2070.
Through the KUSUM Scheme, the Central Government is running a scheme
to solarise agriculture. This can help in installing solar-run irrigation
systems.
PM-KUSUM Scheme
PM-KUSUM scheme was announced in Budget 2018 and was approved in
2019. It's dubbed "Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan
(KUSUM) scheme."
Under the scheme, farmers are given a choice to sell additional power
generated through solar energy projects installed on their barren lands to the
grid. The scheme seeks to feature a solar capacity of 30.8 GW by 2022.
Components
PM-KUSUM comprises of three components:
Component-A includes decentralized, ground-mounted, and gridconnected renewable power plants of 10,000 MW capacity.
Component-B: It provides the installation of two million standalone
solar-powered agriculture pumps.
Component-C: It provides the solarisation of 1.5 million grid-
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connected solar-powered agriculture pumps.
Significance
The scheme supports the financial health of DISCOMs by reducing the
subsidy burden to the agriculture sector.
It helps state governments reduce their subsidy outlay towards irritation by
promoting decentralized solar energy production and reducing transmission
losses.
It also helps states in meeting the renewable purchase obligation targets.
Farmers are incentivized to save lots of power, as farmers are going to be
ready to sell surplus powers.
It means reasonable and efficient use of groundwater. Thus, it also provides
water security to farmers through assured water sources using solar water
pumps.
The scheme has resulted in expanding irrigation cover by providing
decentralized solar-based irrigation. Thus, it's eliminated the utilization of
polluting diesel.
Concerns
The domestic availability of solar pumps is a problem.
The scheme has eliminated small and marginal farmers because it focuses on
pumps with 3 HP and more capacities.
Solar pumps aren't getting to the majority of small and marginal farmers.

Parker Solar Probe Captures Images Of Venus Surface
NASA's Parker Solar Probe took its first light images of the surface of Venus from
space.
Highlights
The surface of Venus is typically shrouded from sight, covered in thick
clouds. But in two recent flybys, Parker Solar Probe used its Wide-Field
Imager (WISPR) to image the whole nightside in wavelengths of the color
spectrum.
It was a kind of sunshine that the human eye could see and extend into nearinfrared.
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The images were combined into a video, revealing a faint glow from the
surface, highlighting distinctive features like continental regions, plateaus,
and plains.
A luminescent halo of oxygen also can be witnessed around the planet,
within the atmosphere.
Pictures' Significance
Such images of Earth's twin would help scientists learn more about the
surface geology of Venus, minerals that could be present there, and its
evolution.
WISPR
WISPR Stands for Wireless Internet Service Provider roaming.' it's a draft
protocol submitted to Wi-Fi Alliance, allowing users to roam between
wireless internet service providers in a manner almost like that, allowing
telephone users to roam between carriers.
A RADIUS server is employed for authenticating the credentials of
subscribers. WISPR was designed to ascertain faint features in the wind and
solar atmosphere.
Some scientists also thought they might be ready to use WISPR to image the
cloud over Venus as Parker passed it.
But WISPR saw through to the surface of Venus, rather than just clouds. The
primary WISPR images were taken in July 2020, when Parker began its third
flyby.
Spacecraft uses the third flyby to bend its orbit closer to the Sun.
Parker Solar Probe
Parker Solar Probe may be a NASA-guided missile. It was launched in 2018
to create observations of the outer corona of the Sun.

EOS-04 Launched By ISRO
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) successfully launched an Earth
Observation Satellite, EOS-04, and two small satellites into the intended orbit.
Highlights:
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) successfully launched an Earth
Observation Satellite, EOS-04, and two small satellites into the intended
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orbit.
This was the primary launch mission of ISRO within the year 2022. The
satellites were launched onboard the launch vehicle PSLV-C52 rocket from
the primary Launch Pad of Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota in
Andhra Pradesh.
EOS-04 may be a Radar Imaging Satellite (RISAT) designed to supply highquality images under all weather for applications like agriculture, forestry,
and plantations, flood mapping, soil moisture & hydrology.
The satellite weighs about 1710 kg and can generate 2280 W power. It's a
mission lifetime of 10 years.
Co-passenger satellites:
The two tiny satellites included a student satellite (INSPIREsat-1) and a
technology demonstrator satellite (INS-2TD).
inspires-1 has been developed by the Indian Institute of Space Science &
Technology (IIST) in association with the Laboratory of Atmospheric &
Space Physics at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
INS-2TD may be a technology demonstrator satellite from ISRO. This is
often a precursor to the India-Bhutan Joint Satellite (INS-2B).

INSPIRESat-1
On February 14, 2022, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) launched a
satellite called "INSPIRESat-1".
Highlights
INSPIRESat-1 has been developed by a team of international researchers
from India, the U.S., Taiwan, and Singapore.
The universities involved in development include:
University of Colorado's Laboratory for Atmospheric & Space Physics
(LASP)
Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology (IIST)
Taiwan's National Central University (NCU) and
Singapore' Nanyang Technological University.
INSPIRESat-1
INSPIRESat-1 means International Research & Teaching Satellite Project
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satellite one.
It has been developed by the Indian Institute of Space Science &
Technology (IIST) in association with the Laboratory of Atmospheric &
Space Physics at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
It was launched onboard Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle PSLV-C52
It's a student satellite with One Year Mission life that will study the orbital
heating of the Sun and about dynamics of the ionosphere. The weight of
INSPIRE-1 is 8.1 kg.
PSLV-C52 placed another satellite called "technology demonstrator
(INS-2TD)" from ISRO.
It's a precursor to India-Bhutan Joint Satellite (INS-2B). Both the satellite
will provide information on Sun's corona and its impact on Earth's
ionosphere.
It also injected Earth Observation Satellite EOS-04. It'll provide high-quality
images under all weather for applications like Forestry & Plantations,
Agriculture, Flood mapping, Soil Moisture & Hydrology.
INS-2TD
INS-2TD may be a technology demonstrator. It's a precursor to INS 2B
satellite, which India and Bhutan jointly developed.
INS 2TD comprises a thermal imaging camera. It'll assess the land surface
temperature, water surface temperature, and vegetation delineation. Weight
of INS 2TD is 17.5 kg.

Quadruple Asteroid
Astronomers discovered a 3rd moon orbiting the main-belt asteroid (130) Elektra.
This is often the primary quadruple asteroid ever found.
Highlights:
Elektra may be a giant main-belt asteroid. Litchfield Observatory
astronomer Christian Peters had first discovered it on February 17, 1873.
Elektra has an efficient diameter of 199 km and an estimated mass of
7*1018
The first moon of Elektra was discovered in 2003 by Dr. William Merline
and his team. It had been discovered using the "Keck II telescope" at the
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Mauna Kea Observatory.
Moons Of Elektra
The first moon of Elektra is designated as S/2003 (130) 1 or S1.
It has a diameter of 6 km. It orbits 1,300 km far away from the parent
asteroid, with a period of 5.3 days.
The second moon of Elektra is named S/2014 (130) 1 or S2, which was
discovered on December 6, 2014, by Dr. Bin Yang and his team using the
SPHERE facility on ESO's Very Large Telescope. It's a diameter of around
2 km.
It orbits 500 km far away from Elektra, once every 1.2 days. Astronomers
have now found the third moon, orbiting Elekta, designated as S/2014 (130)
2 or S3.
It's a diameter of 1.6 km and an orbital period of 0.679 days and revolves
inside S2 orbit, with a semi-major axis of 344 km with an orbital period of
0.679 days.
The130 Elektra
It is an outsized outer main-belt asteroid and quadruple system.
ts three minor-planet moons were discovered by astronomer Christian Peters
at Litchfield Observatory in NY in February 1873.
It's been named after an avenger in Greek mythology called Electra.

Nuclear Fusion Energy New Record
The UK-based JET laboratory recently produced 59 megajoules of energy from a
fusion reaction.
Highlights
The reaction was conducted for five seconds. With this, the corporate has
smashed its own record.
With this, the corporate has become capable of making a mini star and
holding it there for five seconds.
In the core of the sun, the recently achieved fusion reaction happens at 10
million Celsius. this is often possible due to high gravitational pressures.
However, the gravitational pressure on the world is far lesser than that of the
sun. due to this, a higher temperature is required on the world, which is
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above 100 million degrees Centigrade.
No material in the world can withstand 100 million degrees Centigrade.
Therefore, so as to conduct the fusion reaction, the scientists created an
answer.
The solution had super-heated gas or plasma inside it. the answer was held
during a doughnut-shaped magnetic flux.
Concerns
The new JET model can run just for 5 seconds. After this, the plasma loses
stability. The duration is extremely short. However, in terms of nuclear
timescale, it's very long.
The fusion reaction cannot run longer time because the copper
electromagnets get too hot.
This issue is often resolved by scaling up the plasma.

First HIV Case Cured After Stem Cell Transplant
US woman became the person worldwide and the first woman to be cured of HIV.
Highlights
The woman may be a leukemia patient. She received a somatic cell
transplant from a person with natural resistance to the Aids-causing virus.
She has now been freed from the virus for 14 months. A duct blood
transplant was done in her case.
This transplant was proved to be in her favor. However, this process might
not be suitable for many people with HIV.
This transplant was done as a neighborhood of her ongoing cancer treatment.
Stem Cell Transplants
The potential of somatic cell transplants was demonstrated in 2007. Timothy
Ray Brown was the primary person to be cured of HIV.
He underwent a transplant from a donor who was naturally immune to HIV.
Since then, this feat has been repeated only twice, with Adam Castillejo and,
therefore, the women patient.
Cure For HIV
There are some people worldwide who have natural mutations in their genes.
This makes them immune to HIV.
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Now, scientists use 'umbilical cord blood from the donor for bone marrow
transplant treatment of women with leukemia.
As a surprise, the woman was cured of HIV also.
This was possible because the donor's duct blood had a mutation mentioned
above, which cured women's HIV infection after transplantation.
This was the primary treatment where duct blood has been wont to cure
HIV.
However, mutation screening in duct blood is vital before treating HIV.
Thus, it's not a generalizable treatment currently.

TriSb92 Molecule
Researchers from the University of Helsinki have developed a molecule that will
inactivate the coronavirus spike protein. It also offers adequate short-term
protection against coronavirus.
Highlights
Cell cultures and animal studies on the TriSb92 molecule show that it
protects against coronavirus infection for a minimum of eight hours,
including in cases of high exposure risk.
The effect of TriSb92 starts immediately after its administration, in contrast
to vaccine protection.TriSb92 is sent nasally.
In animal models, it offered protection against infection in situations
wherein
all unprotected mice were infected.
TriSb92
Development
The TriSb92 molecule was developed on the idea of a completely new
technical solution developed in Finland to focus on biological drugs.
This solution was utilized to inhibit spike protein's functioning on the
SARS-CoV-2 virus surface.
When this inhibitory effect of the TriSb92 molecule is targeted to a site
of coronavirus spike protein (common to all or any variants of virus), it
is possible to effectively inhibit the power of all the variants, including
Omicron.
Significance of the TriSb92
In the study, TriSb92 was ready to prevent the spread of SARS, which
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threatened us in the early 2000s.
Thus, it is often assumed that future variants of SARS-CoV-2 or maybe
entirely new coronaviruses are vulnerable to it.
In the future, this molecule could function as entirely biological
protection against coronavirus infection, which is sprayed on the
mucous membranes.
TriSb92 may be a solution supplementing the vaccines rather than
competing with them.

JPMorgan: First Bank To Enter Metaverse
JPMorgan has become the world's first bank to line up shop within the metaverse.
Highlights
JPMorgan has become the world's first bank to line up shop within the
metaverse. The most crucial bank within the US has opened a lounge within
the blockchain-based world Decentral land.
Users can create their virtual avatars, build virtual spaces and roam within
the lounge christened 'Onyx Lounge' after its suit of Ethereum-based
services.
The lounge also features a digital image of the bank's CEO, Jamie Dimon.
JPMorgan was founded on December 1, 2000.
Metaverse
Metaverse is a virtual universe where users can do multiple activities like
socializing, shopping, or attending events through their avatar.
Augmented Reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) headsets have become
more pocket-friendly, and both technologies have contributed to a
significantly enhanced user experience.
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ENVIRONMENT
Koalas Designated As Endangered Species In Australia
On 10 February 2022, Australia designated the koala as a species amid pressure on
the marsupials' eucalyptus habitats in the eastern states of Australia.
Highlights
The species was classed as vulnerable 10 years also in Queensland, New
South Wales, and Canberra Territory.
Now, there would be increased protection for the animal.
The population of Koalas is declining dramatically across the country due to
habitat loss, the impact of prolonged drought, black summer bushfires,
Urbanization, and cumulative impacts of the disease.
Furthermore, thousands of koalas are thought to possess been killed in fires
that swept Australia's eastern and southern states in 2019 and 2020. Thus,
this designation would offer more protection to the species.
Proposal to list Koalas in the Endangered category was given by WWFAustralia, Humane Society International, and International Fund for Animal
Welfare in April 2020.
Koala And Endangered Status:
The koala is an arboreal herbivorous marsupial, native to Australia. It's the
sole extant representative of the Phascolarctidae family.
Its closest living relatives are wombats, members of the Vombatidae family.
Endangered status to koalas means Australia's national environment law
should give the species and their forest homes more excellent protection.
This proposal was made after research found a decline in population by 62
percent in New South Wales and 50 percent in Queensland since 2001.

White Cheeked Macaque In A.P.
Scientists recently found a white-cheeked macaque in Arunachal Pradesh.
Highlights:
The discovery adds a replacement species to the mammal list of India. The
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White Cheeked macaque was first discovered in southeastern Tibet.
These macaques are different from the opposite macaques mainly due to
their white cheeks.
Also, they need an extended tail, long, thick hairs within the neck area. It's
not yet been included within the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.
The primary threat to the species is hunting, habitat degradation,
infrastructure development, and consumption by the locals.
When they find humans, the white-cheeked macaque gives out an alarm call,
climbs trees, and flees.
The frequency of its alarm call is different from that of the Assam macaque.
It lives in tropical forests, evergreen broad-leaved forest, mixed broadleaved conifer forests. It's usually found at an altitude of 1395 meters to
2420 meters.
They sleep in multi-male and multi-female groups. With the invention of the
White Cheeked macaque, the entire mammal count has increased to 438.
Macaques
The macaques, old-world monkeys, are 23 macaques within the world.
They're found in Asia, North Africa, Gibraltar and mainly eat leaves, seeds,
flowers, and tree bark. The pig-tailed macaques in Malaysia eat rats.
Also, there are crab-eating macaques. The macaques are primarily utilized in
animal testing in neuroscience.
The macaques are carriers of the herpes B virus, which is harmless to
macaques but harmful to humans.
Within the island of Mauritius, the macaques became invasive in human
settlements. another species have learned to measure alongside humans
without disturbing them.
Apart from the white cheeked macaque, India has Arunachal macaque,
Assamese macaque, Rhesus macaque.
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BILLS & ACTS
National Air Sports Policy 2022 - Draft
The government has prepared a draft National Air Sports Policy (NASP 2022) to
promote air sports in India.
Highlights
The government has received the feedback. It examines the comments on the
draft National Air Sports Policy.
Under the policy, domestic design, development & manufacturing of air
sporting goods will be promoted in line with Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan.
The policy seeks to form India a worldwide hub for air sports.
It will cover most air sports like aerobatics, amateur-built & experimental
aircraft, aeromodelling, drones, ballooning, gliding, paragliding microlighting & paramotoring skydiving, glide, and vintage aircraft.
The GST Council will rationalize the GST rate on-air sporting goods to five
or less during a bid to form air sports affordable to the common public.
Aim
The policy seeks to form India together of the highest air sports nations by
2030.
Its mission is to supply a secure, accessible, affordable, enjoyable, and
sustainable air sports ecosystem in the country.
It seeks to leverage India's huge potential for air sports due to its diverse
topography, geographical expanse, and fair-weather conditions.
Air Sports Federation of India (ASFI)
Under the policy, ASFI will be established because of the apex
administration.
It'll handle day to day activities of associations for every air sport. For
instance, the Skydiving Association of India, the Paragliding Association of
India, etc.
Air Sports associations will be accountable to ASFI for providing safe,
affordable, accessible, enjoyable, and sustainable conduct of their respective
air sport.
It'll represent India at FAI and other international platforms associated with
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air sports.
ASFI will take penal action in financial penalties, dismissal or suspension,
against air sports associations, just in case they're unable to enforce safety
standards.
Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
FAI is the world administration for air sports, headquartered in Lausanne,
Switzerland.
All competitions in India will be conducted following guidelines laid down
by FAI.

Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Bill
The central government has proposed a law to empower it to repair fertilizers'
maximum asking price and control their quality and distribution.
Highlights:
All stakeholders have been asked to comment on the Department of
Fertilizers' proposed Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Bill, 2022.
It is the convenient public interest that the central government should take
under its control on distribution, price, and quality of standards of fertilizers.
Provisions
The bill seeks to determine India's Integrated Plant Nutrition Management
Authority.
It aims to promote the development and sustainable use of balanced
fertilizers, including bio-fertilizers, nano-fertilizers, bio-stimulates, and
organic fertilizers.
It seeks to simplify manufacturing production, distribution, and price
management of fertilizers across India.
This may help in improving the convenience of doing business.
Central Government would be ready to fix maximum prices or rates at which
any fertilizer could also be sold by a dealer, importer, manufacturer, or
fertilizer marketing entity.
It also aims to empower the Centre to repair different rates or prices for
fertilizers having different storage periods or for various classes of
consumers or various areas.
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No person would be ready to manufacture, import, purchasable, sell, or
market without obtaining appropriate registration.

New Regulations Set For Kids On Two-wheelers
The Union Ministry of Road Transport & Highways has notified replacement rules.
Children under the age of 4 must wear a helmet and safety vest when riding a twowheeled vehicle.
Highlights
According to the new rules, the speed of motorcycles carrying children
under the age of 4 has been limited to 40 km / h.
Children should also wear a security vest that secures them to the driving
force.
Under the new regulations, the harnesses must be lightweight, durable, made
from nylon, and ready to support a weight of up to 30 kg.
This is often achieved if the driving force and therefore the pillion rider wear
safety harnesses; therefore, the child can be fastened securely to the driving
force by attaching the straps to the rear of the vest and crossing the straps to
make two large crossover loops that pass between the passenger's legs and
the child sitting on the seat.
The automobiles Act has been amended to introduce these rules, and these
regulations will inherit force within a year.
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DEFENCE
DefExpo 2022 Scheduled In March
The DefExpo 2022 is planned to be held from 10 March to 13 March 2022.
Highlights
DefExpo exhibition is India's biennial marquee event for the defense
manufacturing industry.
It has received confirmation from quite 900 exhibitors.
The final number is predicted to cross quite 1000. The event is held in
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, for the primary time.
During the event, drone shows are organized for the general public on the
theme of the Expo.
Indian Navy also will showcase a number of its assets and capabilities at the
Sabarmati riverfront for a larger audience.
DefExpo 2022
The DefExpo 2022 is the biggest since it started in 1996, with the
participation of 900 exhibitors. Around 800 exhibitors are from India, while
the other 100 are from 55 nations. It'll be organized over an exhibition space
of 1 lakh sqmts.
The US pavilion has booked the most important space. Conversely, Adani
and Tata groups will have the essential stalls from India.
The theme of the DefExpo 2022 is "Celebrating 75 years of India's
Independence". On the opposite hand, the primary messaging for the Expo is
"path to pride."
Aim
The DefExpo 2022 is held to showcase the expansion of India's domestic
defense industry.
It'll also showcase how policy interventions by the govt have encouraged the
participation of domestic players.
Venture Capitalists Invitation
The government has invited venture capitalists for the exhibition. This may
provide a chance for defense industry start-ups to make pitches for funding.
It'll provide impetus to young entrepreneurs and start-ups.
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A 50 percent discount has been offered to encourage the participation of
Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises from the defense sector.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
Three Banking Tech Awards Won By Karnataka Bank
At the 17th Annual Banking Technology Conference and Honors, Karnataka Bank
won three awards.
Highlights
Karnataka Bank won three awards at the Indian Banks' Association's 17th
Annual Banking Technology Seminar and Awards: 2020-21 Next-Gen
Banking (IBA).
Best Technology Bank of the Year, Best Fintech Adoption, and Best Use of
AI/ML & Data Analytics all runner-ups were all won.
The bank aspires to become the "Digital Bank of the Future" by focusing on
technology and digital transformation while maintaining its fundamental
values and identity, based on more than 98 years of purposeful banking
history.
Karnataka Bank is a bank in Karnataka. The company was founded in
Mangaluru, Karnataka, on February 18, 1924.
Mahabaleshwara M. S. is the MD and CEO of Karnataka Bank.
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SUMMITS & CONFERENCE
One Ocean Summit: 11 February
In a video message, Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed the "One Ocean
Summit" on 11 February 2022.
Highlights:
The One Ocean Summit was organized to mobilize the international
community to require tangible action to support and preserve healthy and
sustainable ocean ecosystems.
France organized the Summit from 9 February to 11 February 2022 in
cooperation with the planet Bank and United Nations in Brest.
The Summit was addressed by many other heads of state and governments
from the UK, Germany, Japan, South Korea, and Canada.
PM Modi addressed the Summit at around 2:30 pm.
The Summit will be a chance for gathering political leaders and every one
stakeholder to form a decisive contribution with tangible, bold, and
actionable initiatives and commitments.
It is the primary major event, which can happen in the first year of the last
decade dedicated to the ocean.
Summit will be held in light of the French Presidency of the Council of the
European Union.
United Nations Ocean Conference
This conference was first held in June 2017 in NY. It sought to mobilize
action for conservation and sustainable use of the seas, oceans, and marine
resources.
It had been organized with the theme of "Our oceans, our future: partnering
to implement Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 14".
The Governments of Fiji and Sweden hosted the conference. SDG 14 aims
to manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems.
A Decade Of Ocean Science
United Nations has designated the last decade between 2021 and 2030
because of the 'Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development' to
revive declining marine life and lift awareness.
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Reimagining Museums In India - Global Summit
The Ministry of Culture arranges a worldwide Summit on reimagining museums in
India.
Highlights
The summit is the first of its kind. The summit will be inaugurated by the
Union Minister of Culture, Shri Kishan Reddy.
The summit is to specialize in developing museums in India. The most
intention is to cultivate new practices and methods to develop the Indian
museums.
The summit is organized as a neighborhood of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav.
It's a program to mark the 75th anniversary of Indian independence.
The summit will compile the experts and practitioners within museum
management from everywhere on the planet.
The ministry organizes the summit alongside Bloomberg. The summit is to
be persisted February 15 and February 16, 2022. it's to be held online.
The summit's four broad themes are as follows:
education and audience management,
collections curation and conservation,
management, architecture, and
functional demands.
Agenda:
to exchange museum management best practices
To discuss the most effective museum development strategies, identify and
comprehend the country's museum needs, and establish relationships
between Indian and international museums.
to devise a strategy for revitalizing Indian museums
Significance:
Museums help in preserving the cultural heritage of the country. They assist
in educating future generations.
The summit will help seek the eye of worldwide leaders within the field. It'll
explain to them the present scenario of the museums within the country.
They shall create the best approaches to develop the museum. With this,
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international partnerships with Indian museums shall be formed. A plan to
renew the museums shall be framed.
Outcomes
More than 25 museum professionals are to participate in the summit. They're
going to speak on reimagined practices for the museum.
This may help India to realize knowledge within the field. Eventually, India
shall reinvigorate the museums spread everywhere in the country.

Pramarsh 2022 Workshop
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Minister of State for Culture and Parliamentary Affairs,
launched the 'Pramarsh 2022' guidance workshop for college children within the
Bikaner District region.
Highlights
One lakh students from over a thousand schools across the Bikaner district,
mostly from rural areas, participated in this workshop.
The workshop was organized with the help of the Ministry of Labour &
Employment's National Institute of Career Services (NICS) and
Edumilestones, an academic start-up.
Rajasthan's Directorate of Education also provided support to the present
workshop.
The "Pramarsh 2022" workshop resulted from efforts made to bridge the
industry-academic divide and educate students about the various options
available to them.
Pramarsh 2022
The workshop will include teacher training and career workshops for college
kids and a web and offline career evaluation as access to Edumilestones'
digital career library for all participating students.
Students from both government and private schools got advice from
professionals in various fields, including policy planning, business, art,
industry associations, journalism, culture, architecture, health, finance,
biotechnology, and marketing.
For smooth execution of the whole program, about 1000 teachers were
educated as career ambassadors altogether in Bikaner schools before this
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guidance event.
National Institute Of Career Services
In October 1964, the National Institute for Career Service was established. It
arose from the understanding that the utilization Service's efficiency was
hooked into well-trained officers and ongoing research into the utilization
markets.
The Institute was later enlarged within the year 1970 to incorporate the
publishing of career literature and again within 1987 to incorporate the role
of handling issues associated with self-employment promotion.
PM Narendra Modi launched the NCS portal in July 2015 to connect various
opportunities with the youths' ambitions by providing employment services
in a user-friendly and transparent manner.
The portal will provide these services and guidance content through a spread
of channels, including career centers, mobile devices, etc.
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SCHEMES
SMILE Scheme
"SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise"
scheme was launched by the Department of Social Justice & Empowerment
Highlights:
"SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals for Livelihood and
Enterprise" scheme was launched on 12 February 2022 in New Delhi.
SMILE is a scheme run by the Central Sector. Support for Marginalized
Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise is its name.
Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment introduced it. The initiative
was created to assist the transgender community and persons who beg.
The SMILE initiative aims to reinforce and broaden the reach of rights that
provide targeted groups with the legal protection and security they require.
It considers the numerous dimensions of identity, education, medical care,
shelter, and occupational prospects essential for social security.
The Ministry has set out Rs from 2021-22 to 2025-26. 365 crore for the
scheme.
SMILE Sub Schemes:
Central Sector Scheme for Comprehensive Rehabilitation for Welfare of
Transgender Persons.
Central Sector Scheme for Comprehensive Rehabilitation of persons
the act of
Begging.
Centralengaged
SectorinScheme
For
Comprehensive Rehabilitation For Welfare Of
Transgender Persons Components:
Scholarships for Transgender Students studying in IX and till postgraduation to complete their education.
Skill Development and Livelihood under PM-DAKSH scheme
Composite Medical Health package in convergence with PM-JAY to support
Gender-Reaffirmation surgeries through selected hospitals
Shelter Homes' Garima Greh', where all the basic facilities (food, clothing,
medical support), recreational facilities, and skill development opportunities,
will be provided.
Transgender Protection Cell will be set up in each state to monitor offenses
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and ensureRehabilitation
timely registration,
investigation,
and prosecution.
Comprehensive
Of Persons
Engaged
In The Act Of Begging
Components:
Survey and Identification of beneficiaries by Implementing Agencies.
Outreach work will be done for mobilizing the persons engaged in begging
to avail services available in Shelter Homes.
Shelter homes will facilitate education for children engaged in the act of
Begging.

Economic Empowerment of DNTs Scheme
Minister of Social Justice and Empowerment will launch the "Scheme for
Economic Empowerment of DNTs (SEED)" on February 16, 2022.
Highlights
The Scheme will be launched to protect De-notified, Nomadic, and Semi
Nomadic Communities (DNCs) at Ambedkar International Centre, New
Delhi.
DNTs are the foremost neglected, marginalized, and economically &
socially deprived communities.
They have been living a life of poverty for generations.
They have escaped the attention of the developmental framework and thus
are bereft of support, unlike SCs and STs.
They never had access to non-public land or homeownership, historically.
These tribes used forests and grazing lands for residential use and their
livelihood.
National Commission for De-Notified, Nomadic and Semi Nomadic Tribe
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment decided to constitute a "National
Commission for De-Notified, Nomadic, and Semi Nomadic Tribes."
It was constituted under the Chairmanship of Bhiku Ramji Idate for three
years. Commission submitted its report in December 2017.
Board has been tasked to formulate and implement welfare and development
programs for DNCs.
Scheme
Under the Scheme, approximately Rs 200 crore will be spent over 5 years,
from 2021-22 to 2025-26.
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The Scheme comprises 4 components:
To provide excellent quality coaching for candidates from these
communities to enable them to seem in competitive examinations.
Free coaching for DNT Students has been envisioned for the
educational empowerment of those communities.
This component was added with the target of providing good
coaching quality for DNT candidates for enabling them to seem in
competitive examinations or take admission to professional courses
viz., medicine, engineering, MBA, etc.
To provide insurance to those Communities.
To facilitate livelihoods initiative at the community level, during a
bid to create and strengthen small clusters of DNT/NT/SNT
Communities institutions.
The Scheme will be implemented through a portal that has been developed
by the Department of Social Justice & Empowerment. Portal comprises of
two modules:
One for registration of applicant with details of his family, income,
Aadhar & bank details, occupation, caste certificate, etc.
The second part comprises the scheme component that the applicant
wants to hunt benefits with his UID.

Kunsnyom Scheme Launched By LAHDC
Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council (LAHDC), Leh has launched
Kunsnyoms scheme for differently-abled persons.
Highlights
The Kunsnyoms scheme for differently-abled people has been started by the
Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council (LAHDC) in Leh.
Kunsnyoms, which means "equal for everyone" and "fair for all," attempts to
make Ladakh more inclusive and accessible.
Leh Hill municipality is offering assistive gadgets and technologies to needy
persons at a 90% cost under the new scheme.
Mr. Tashi Gyalson, LAHDC Leh Chief Executive Councillor and Chairman,
and his executive councilors launched the new scheme by handing away 28
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tri scooters, battery-powered wheelchairs, walking aids, and other assistance
required for the people' unique needs.
Capitol Hill Councils in Ladakh are using monies for welfare projects after
becoming a Union Territory and being financially empowered with adequate
budget allocations.
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APPOINTMENTS / RESIGN
Ravi Chopra, Veteran Environmentalist, Resigns
Ravi Chopra, a veteran environmentalist, has resigned as head of the Supreme
Court's Char Dham High Powered Committee (HPC).
Highlights
Chairman of Supreme Court panel on Char Dham project Ravi Chopra
resigns.
Ravi Chopra, a veteran environmentalist, has resigned as head of the
Supreme Court's Char Dham High Powered Committee (HPC).
His faith in the HPC's ability to maintain this delicate (Himalayan)
ecosystem has been broken.
The Supreme Court on 14 December allowed double-lane widening of roads
for the project seeable of "security concerns."
In his resignation letter to the secretary-general of the Supreme Court on 27
January, Chopra mentioned the apex court's December 2021 order that
accepted the broader road configuration to satisfy defense needs rather than
what the HPC had recommended. Therefore the SC accepted its earlier order
in September 2020.
An NGO criticized the project in 2018 because of its probable impact on the
Himalayan ecology due to its removal of trees, cutting of hills, and dumping
of excavated waste.
The SC formed the HPC Chopra to look into the issues in 2019, and in
September 2020, they accepted his recommendations on road width and
other issues.

Gita Mittal: Chairperson Of Committee Of Administrators To Run TTFI
The Delhi supreme court has appointed a former judge of the J&K supreme court,
Gita Mittal because the Chairperson of the Committee of Administrators can run
the Ping-Pong Federation of India.
Highlights:
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The Delhi supreme court has appointed the former judge of the Jammu and
Kashmir supreme court, Gita Mittal, because of the Chairperson of the
Committee of Administrators, which can run the Ping-Pong Federation of
India (TTFI).
The court ordered that each communication on behalf of TTFI with any
sportsperson or international sports bodies will now happen only through the
Committee of Administrators.
Therefore the existing office bearers shall not be entitled to discharge any
functions.
The office bearers will help the Committee of Administrators as.
When requested, a monthly honorarium of Rs 3 lakh and Rs 1 lakh will be
paid to the Chairperson and two members, respectively.

First NMSC Has Been Appointed
Following the 26/11 surprise attack, India has been consistently reinforcing the
nation's maritime security.
Highlights
The govt has appointed flag officer (retd) G Ashok Kumar because the
nation's first national maritime security coordinator to strengthen the
country's maritime security.
This move has been made to ensure cohesion among the varied defense
stakeholders of the state, with the first aim of securing the country's interest.
Last year, the safety cabinet committee had given its approval to create the
said post.
Kumar's appointment, who retired within July last year, has been seen as a
move made by the govt to reinforce the nation's maritime security keeping in
mind the 26/11 surprise attack that the terrorists commenced via the ocean
route.
Since the 26/11 attacks in Mumbai, the govt has authorized a plethora of
security measures to ensure that such attacks don't occur again.
National Maritime Security Coordinator (NMSC)
The NMSC works in tandem with the National Security Council, headed by
Ajit Doval (NSA).
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The NMSC is tasked with coordinating with the Coast Guard, the Indian
Navy, and various other security agencies involved in providing maritime
and coastal security in 13 Union Territories and coastal states of the country.
Vice Admiral (retd) G Ashok Kumar served as the nation's 35th Navy Vice
Chief. He assumed this position within the year 2019 and served till July
2021.
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Pulses Day: 10 February
UN commemorated world Pulses Day on 10 February to recognize Pulses as a
worldwide food.
Highlights:
On World Pulses Day, people make efforts to raise awareness of the
importance of Pulses in sustainable food production.
UN General Assembly had decided to dedicate today to Pulses in 2019, with
the target of accelerating awareness and access to pulses worldwide.
World Pulses Day 2022 was celebrated under the theme "Pulses to empower
youth in achieving sustainable agri-food systems."
History
The UN General Assembly (UNGA) recognized the worth of pulses in 2013.
It adopted 2016 as the International Year of Pulses (IYP).
The UN food and agriculture organization (FAO) released public awareness
on pulses' nourishing and environmental benefits.
Because the International Year of Pulses succeeded, Burkina Faso (a country
in West Africa) proposed celebrating World Pulses Day.
In 2019, UNGA announced 10 February as World Pulses Day.

National Productivity Day: 12 February
National Productivity Day is observed per annum in India on 12 February.
Highlights
Every year on 12 February, India celebrates National Productivity Day.
The National Productivity Council's mission is to encourage and promote
productivity and quality awareness in all country sectors.
The most observance of the Day is to encourage all stakeholders to
implement productivity tools and techniques with contemporary, relevant
themes.
The Day is widely known by the National Productivity Council (NPC) to
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market productivity culture in India.
National Productivity Council (NPC) under the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry Government of India may be a premier institution for propagating
productivity movement in India.
NPC provides solutions towards accelerating productivity, enhancing
competitiveness, increasing productivity.
The Director-General of the National Productivity Council is Arun Kumar
Jha, and the National Productivity Council of India was established in1958
in New Delhi.

National Deworming Day: 10 February
National Deworming Day is commemorated on 10 February to alert people to the
importance of deworming, particularly for kids from 1 to 19 years.
Highlights:
National Deworming Day is on 10 February to make people aware of the
importance of deworming, particularly for kids from 1 to 19 years old, who
are the most vulnerable.
The Day was launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in
2015. the most aim of the Day is to boost awareness of intestinal worms and
achieve complete eradication of Soil-Transmitted Helminths in children.
Around 24% of the world's population is infected with soil-transmitted
helminths (worms).
Parasitic worms are a problem to society, both for people and animals. It's
impossible to stop worm infestation since children contact soil while playing
outside.
Worm infestations can reduce the standard of life in children stunt their
physical growth and mental development.
This may cause poor school productivity, affect their attendance, and
hamper their education and future.
Hence, timely and proper deworming of kids may be a necessity. Intestinal
worms are found within the alimentary canal and damage the body.
Regularly washing hands with soap and predicament before and after using
the restroom can prevent intestinal worms.
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International Childhood Cancer Day: 15 February
Every year, 15 February is observed as International Childhood Cancer Day
(ICCD) to boost awareness about the evil that entails this issue and, therefore, how
to affect an equivalent.
Highlights
Every year, 15 February is observed as International Childhood Cancer Day
(ICCD) to boost awareness about the evil that entails this issue and,
therefore, how to affect an equivalent.
The day may be a global collaborative campaign to boost awareness about
childhood cancer and precise support for youngsters and adolescents with
cancer, survivors, and families.
The most common childhood cancers include leukemias, brain cancer,
lymphomas, solid tumors, like neuroblastoma, Wilms', and bone tumors.
The day promotes increased appreciation and deeper understanding of issues
and challenges relevant to childhood cancer and impacting
children/adolescents with cancer, the survivors, their families, and therefore
society.
It also spotlights the necessity for more equitable and better access to
treatment and looks after all children with cancer everywhere.
This annual event was created in 2002 by Childhood Cancer International, a
worldwide network of 176 parent organizations, childhood cancer survivor
associations, childhood cancer support groups, and cancer societies, in over
93 countries, across 5 continents.

Gurudas Ravidas Jayanti On 17 February
Guru Ravidas Jayanti was observed on February 16, 2022, in honor of Guru
Ravidas.
Highlights
This festival is widely known for joviality in North India, specifically in
Punjab.
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The day marks the birthday of Indian mystic poet-saint, Ravidas and is
widely known on Magh Purnima.
Guru Ravidas or Bhagat Ravidas was a renowned saint, who is remembered
for his contribution to the Bhakti movement. He was contemporary to Saint
Kabir.
Guru Ravidas was born in Seer Goverdhanpur village in Uttar Pradesh in an
underprivileged family.
He was an advocate of human rights and a progressive thinker who spread
the message of equality by means of his poems and teachings that supported
spirituality.
His written verses are included in Sikh scriptures Guru Granth Sahib.
Meera Bai, who was an eminent personality in Hindu spiritualism,
recognized Guru Ravidas as her spiritual guide.
He is considered the founding father of the 21st-century Ravidassia religion.
How Is That The Day Celebrated?
To celebrate the Guru Ravidas Jayanti, Amritbani Guru Ravidas Ji is read. A
special aarti is performed also as Nagar Kirtan possession is taken out on the
streets.
Devotees gather to require a dip within the river, as a neighborhood of
customary practice. Prayers are offered in temples dedicated to Guru
Ravidas.
The celebration takes place at Shri Guru Ravidass Janam Asthan Mandir at
Seer Goverdhanpur in Varanasi, to recollect him and his teachings.
Guru Ravidas Jayanti is observed on the complete moon of Magh month,
consistent with the Hindu calendar. As per the solar calendar, the festival
falls in February month.
The Guru Ravidas Jayanti is of great significance for people, who entrust in
beliefs and ideologies of Ravidas religion. it's considered the most vital day
of the year.
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COMMITTEE
MGNREGA Parliamentary Committee Report
Parliamentary Committee recently recommended extending guaranteed days of
labor from 100 to 150 under the Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA).
Highlights:
This was recommended after observing that MGNREGA may be the last
fallback option for several people in rural areas.
The Committee gave recommendations when the job scheme had become a
security net for migrant workers who returned to their villages amid the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Furthermore, demand for work under this scheme has reached an all-time
high in the fiscal year 2021-2022.
Finance Ministry has not increased the allocation for MGNREGA in Union
Budget 2022-23. Ministry retained it at Rs 73,000 crore for 2022-23.
Recommendation:
It is recommended to try to budgetary allocation more pragmatically. The
flow of funds for payment of wages & material share is often maintained
seamlessly, and there's no shortage of funds at any point of your time.
The Committee also noted existing provisions and noted that MGNREGA
might be a last 'fallback' option for rural people. The Committee believes
that the expenditure also elicits a keen interest within the scheme by the poor
and marginalized.
It recommended the Department of Rural Development review the scheme
during a bid to ensure a rise of guaranteed days of labor from 100 to 150
days.
It also recommended the department to "review its budgetary demand
concerning MGNREGA to make sure that 'agreed to labor budget' is formed
at the concerned level.
Committee also asked the agricultural Development Ministry to extend wage
rates under the scheme by linking it with the index commensurate with
inflation.
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Revamping MGNREGA
MGNREGA scheme must be revamped, considering the changing times and
emerging challenges in light of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Thus, Committee is of the view that there's a requirement to diversify further
the character of works this scheme in such a manner that would also propel
several guaranteed working days to a minimum of 150 days.
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AGREEMENTS MOU
Early Harvest Agreement By India Australia
India and Australia have found an aggressive 30-day timeline for finalizing the
early harvest agreement (EHA) before finalizing a full-fledged trade agreement
between both.
Highlights
Education is going to be the center stage of negotiation, and therefore the
countries would check out mutual recognition of educational qualifications
between both the countries.
It will be one of the fastest negotiating trade agreements ever done by India
or by Australia with large economies.
Australia is watching substantial opportunities in mining, education, pharma,
textiles, and renewables.
Both the countries had set a decent deadline to conclude an early harvest
agreement, which may be a precursor to FTA or Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement (CECA), by 25 December 2021.
Broad Coverage
The deal was signed after reaching a standard position in reducing import
duties and tariff barriers.
This deal would help in boosting India's export capabilities.
Confirmation of specific categories constituting these sensitive categories of
products has not been given. Still, it could mean India has kept dairy and
agricultural items out of the early harvest agreement.
However, India's move would be a loss for Australia, which has consistently
asked for market access in these two areas.
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FESTIVALS
Mumbai International Film Festival 17th Edition From May
The 17th edition of the Mumbai International Festival for Documentary, Short
Fiction, and Animation films (MIFF-2022) is scheduled to occur from 29 May to 4
June 2022.
Highlights
The 17th edition of the Mumbai International Festival for Documentary,
Short Fiction, and Animation films (MIFF-2022) is scheduled from 29 May
to 4 June 2022, at the Films Division complex Mumbai.
Those films completed between 1 September 2019, and New Year's Eve,
2021, are eligible.
The festival's best documentary will receive a Golden Conch and 10 lakh
during a cash award.
As India is celebrating Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, the current edition has
instituted a special award for the most straightforward short film on the
theme India@75.
The Films Division has organized the program Ministry of data and
Broadcasting since 1990, with support from the govt of Maharashtra, and
focuses on documentary, short fiction, and animation films.
It's the oldest and largest festival for non-feature films in South Asia.

Maru Mahotsav Celebrated In Rajasthan
The renowned Jaisalmer Desert Festival, also referred to as Maru Mahotsav of the
Golden City, started from 13 to 16 February 2022 at Pokaran village in Jaisalmer,
Rajasthan.
Highlights:
The renowned Jaisalmer Desert Festival, also referred to as Maru Mahotsav of the
Golden City, started from 13 to 16 February 2022 at Pokaran village in Jaisalmer,
Rajasthan.
A four-day-long annual event started with a colorful grand procession followed by
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Miss Pokaran and Mister Pokran competitions.
Regional folk dances like Kalbelia, Kachhi Ghodi, and Gair will be performed.
Rajasthan Minority Affairs Minister Shale Mohammad flagged off the event.
The festival is widely known amidst the gorgeous dunes of the Thar Desert within
the Sam dunes (42 kilometers from Jaisalmer).
The Desert Festival Jaisalmer 2022 presents a complete picture of folk songs,
tinges, and twines framed in the dunes, demonstrating Rajasthan's traditional
culture.

Telanganas Medaram Jatara Festival 2022
The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India, has sanctioned Rs. 2.26
Crores for Medaram Jatara 2022 Festival in Telangana.
Highlights:
The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India, has sanctioned Rs.
2.26 Crores for Medaram Jatara 2022 Festival in Telangana.
In 2022, the festival is being held from 16 February to 19, 2022. Medaram
Jatara is the second-largest fair in India, after the Kumbh Mela.
Medaram Jatara is conducted in honor of the Goddesses Sammakka and
Saralamma. It had been declared a State Festival in 1998.
The four-day tribal festival is widely known once in two years within the
month of "Magha" (February) on the whole moon day, in Medaram Village
of Mulugu district in Telangana.
The festival is organized by the second-largest Tribal Community of
Telangana, the Koya tribe, and the Tribal Welfare Department, the
Government of Telangana.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) How long has koala been considered as the vulnerable ?
A.20 years
B.10 years
C.18 years
D.16 years

Answer B
Explanation The species was classed as vulnerable 10 years also in Queensland, New South
Wales, and Canberra Territory.

2) Where are Koalas found naturally?
A.America
B.New Zealand
C.Switzerland
D.Australia

Answer D
Explanation The koala is an arboreal herbivorous marsupial, native to Australia. It's the sole
extant representative of the Phascolarctidae family.

3) When did the first ever United Nations Ocean Conference happen?
A.July 2017
B.January 2017
C.June 2017
D.March 2017

Answer C
Explanation United Nations Ocean Conferencewas first held in June 2017 in NY.

4) When did the One Ocean Summit 2022 began?
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A.11 Feb
B.9 Feb
C.10 Feb
D.12 Feb

Answer B
Explanation France organized the Summit from 9 February to 11 February 2022 in cooperation
with the planet Bank and United Nations in Brest.

5) When was World Pulses Day first celebrated?
A.2020
B.2019
C.2018
D.2017

Answer B
Explanation UN General Assembly had decided to dedicate today to Pulses in 2019, with the
target of accelerating awareness and access to pulses worldwide.

6) Which year was dedicated as the International Year of Pulses by UN
General Assembly?
A.2017
B.2010
C.2016
D.2018

Answer C
Explanation The UN General Assembly (UNGA) recognized the worth of pulses in 2013. It
adopted 2016 as the International Year of Pulses (IYP).

7) How much does the hospital sector in India accounts for in the total
healthcare market?
A.88 percent
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B.80 percent
C.70 percent
D.90 percent

Answer B
Explanation The hospital sector in India accounts for 80 percent of the total healthcare market.
In the fiscal year 2017, it had been valued at USD 61.79 billion, which will probably succeed in
USD 132 billion by 2023.

8) How much was the telemedicine market size in India in 2019?
A.USD 830 million
B.USD 800 million
C.USD 850 million
D.USD 820 million

Answer A
Explanation The market size for telemedicine in India was USD 830 million as of 2019. it's
expected to extend to USD 5.5 billion by 2025.

9) What is SMILE?
A.Support for Marginal Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise
B.Support for Marginalized Individuals for Life and Enterprise
C.Support for Marginalized Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise
D.Supporting Marginalized Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise

Answer C
Explanation SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise

10) When was SMILE launched?
A.12 Feb
B.11 Feb
C.13 Feb
D.14 Feb
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Answer A
Explanation "SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise"
scheme was launched on 12 February 2022 in New Delhi.

11) When was PM-KUSUM scheme annaounced?
A.2019
B.2018
C.2011
D.2020

Answer B
Explanation PM-KUSUM scheme was announced in Budget 2018 and was approved in 2019.
It's dubbed "Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM) scheme."

12) What was the deadline to conduct an early harvest agreement between
India And Australia?
A.22 Dec
B.24 Dec
C.25 Dec
D.23 Dec

Answer C
Explanation Both the countries had set a decent deadline to conclude an early harvest agreement,
which may be a precursor to FTA or Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement (CECA),
by 25 December 2021.

13) When was Airports Council International established?
A.1999
B.1992
C.1993
D.1991

Answer D
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Explanation ACI represents the world's airport authorities in creating unified industry practices
that advance airport standards internationally.It was established in 1991 and is predicated in
Montreal, Canada. Members of ACI operate around 2000 airports.

14) What is MUSE Mission?
A.Multi-slip Solar Explorer
B.Multiple sided Solar Explorer
C.Multi-slit Solar Explorer
D.Multi-slated Solar Explorer

Answer C
Explanation Multi-slit Solar Explorer Is MUSE

15) When did Military Drills By Russia And Belarus begun?
A.11 Fev
B.10 Feb
C.12 Feb
D.13 Feb

Answer B
Explanation Russia and Belarus began the joint military exercises near the Belarusian border
with Ukraine on 10 February 2022.

16) When did Chief minister Uddhav Thackeray took oath in Durbar Hall
Mumbai?
A. 28 November 2019
B. 29 November 2019
C. 30 November 2019
D. 27 November 2019

Answer B
Explanation Chief minister Uddhav Thackeray also took the oath of the position at a grand event
held at Shivaji Park on 29 November 2019.
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17) When did Sainya Ranakshetram began?
A. 01 October 2021
B. 10 October 2021
C. 11 October 2021
D. 31 October 2021

Answer A
Explanation From 01 October to 31 December 2021, the festival was organized as "Sainya
Ranakshetram" by the Rashtriya Raksha University.

18) Where did Maharashtra's Health Minister, Rajesh Tope speak about the
launch of a state-of-the-art Mosaic-3D radiation machine?
A.Kolhapur
B.Bhopal
C.Jablapur
D.Dewas

Answer A
Explanation He spoke at the launch of a state-of-the-art Mosaic-3D radiation machine at a
private hospital in Kolhapur.

19) When did Ravi Chopra, Veteran Environmentalist, Resign as head of the
Supreme Court's Char Dham High Powered Committee?
A.28 January
B.27 January
C.26 January
D.29 January

Answer B
Explanation In his resignation letter to the secretary-general of the Supreme Court on 27
January, Chopra mentioned the apex court's December 2021 order that accepted the broader road
configuration to satisfy defense needs rather than what the HPC had recommended.
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20) How much did the Rail-cum-Road Bridge Over River Ganga In Bihar
cost?
A.Rs 696 crore
B.Rs 606 crore
C.Rs 666 crore
D.Rs 690 crore

Answer A
Explanation The value of the 'Rail-cum-Road-Bridge project is Rs 696 crore. The new bridge
will reduce the period, boost agriculture tourism, and generate employment opportunities.

21) What is Kalyana Karnataka formerly known as?
A.Kochi Karnataka
B.Madras Karnataka
C.Hyderabad Karnataka
D.None Of The Above

Answer C
Explanation The Kalyana-Karnataka Region was formerly known as HyderabadKarnataka
region.

22) How many percentage of Reservation are set aside for the candidates from
Kalyana-Karnataka region?
A.8%
B.9%
C.6%
D.7%

Answer A
Explanation According to the minister, there is a norm of reserving 8 per cent seats for the
candidates from Kalyana-Karnataka region in recruitment and education institutions across other
parts of Karnataka.
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23) What is WISPR?
A.Wireless Internet Service Provider Radar
B.Wireless Internet Service Provider Roaming
C.Wired Internet Service Provider Roaming
D.Wireless International Service Provider Roaming

Answer B
Explanation WISPR Stands for Wireless Internet Service Provider roaming.

24) When was Parker Solar Probe launched?
A.2020
B.2019
C.2018
D.2016

Answer C
Explanation Parker Solar Probe may be a NASA-guided missile. It was launched in 2018 to
create observations of the outer corona of the Sun.

25) When did fourth Quad ministerial meeting happen?
A.February 10, 2022
B.February 11, 2022
C.February 12, 2022
D.February 21, 2022

Answer B
Explanation They held their fourth Quad ministerial meeting in Melbourne on also February 11,
2022

26) When was QUAD Coalition formed?
A.October 2017
B.November 2018
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C.November 2016
D.November 2017

Answer D
Explanation Finally, in November 2017, India, Australia, US and Japan formed the QUAD
Coalition to return up with a new strategy to stay sea routes freed from any influence in the IndoPacific region.

27) When was RCEP first Introduced?
A.November 2011
B.November 2017
C.November 2018
D.November 2012

Answer A
Explanation RCEP was first introduced during the 19th ASEAN Summit in Bali, Indonesia, in
November 2011. Negotiations started in early 2013.

28) When did Indian secretary of state visited Manila?
A.February 12, 2022
B.February 11, 2022
C.February 13, 2022
D.February 14, 2022

Answer C
Explanation The Philippines took this decision before the three-day visit of the Indian secretary
of state to Manila from February 13, 2022.

29) When was US Bill Barring Forced Arbitration In Sexual Assault Cases
introduced?
A.2018
B.2017
C.2016
D.2019
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Answer B
Explanation This bill was introduced in 2017 in Congress by Senator Kirsten Gillibrand within
the #MeToo case at Fox News.

30) When did US Congress passed a legislation ending forced arbitration in
sexual assault and harassment disputes at workplaces?
A.February 11, 2022
B.February 10, 2022
C.February 13, 2022
D.February 12, 2022

Answer B
Explanation On February 10, 2022, the US Congress passed a legislation ending forced
arbitration in sexual assault and harassment disputes at workplaces.

31) Where is Federation Aeronautique Internationale headquarters?
A.Finland
B.New Zealand
C.Switzerland
D.Poland

Answer C
Explanation FAI is the world administration for air sports, headquartered in Lausanne,
Switzerland.

32) When did the government issue a second tranche of the government's gold
bond scheme?
A.January 2016
B.January 2015
C.January 2017
D.January 2014

Answer A
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Explanation In January 2016, the government issued a second tranche of the government's gold
bond scheme.

33) How many Macaques species are there in the world?
A.22
B.24
C.21
D.23

Answer D
Explanation The macaques, old-world monkeys, are 23 macaques within the world.

34) How long did the Parliamentary Committee recommend extending
guaranteed days of labor in MGNREGA?
A.100
B.110
C.150
D.140

Answer C
Explanation Parliamentary Committee recently recommended extending guaranteed days of
labor from 100 to 150 under the Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA).

35) When does the Reimagining Museums In India - Global Summit began?
A.February 15
B.February 16
C.February 14
D.February 17

Answer A
Explanation The ministry organizes the summit alongside Bloomberg. The summit is to be
persisted February 15 and February 16, 2022. it's to be held online.
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36) When was National Deworming Day Established?
A.2014
B.2011
C.2015
D.2010

Answer C
Explanation The Day was launched by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in 2015. the
most aim of the Day is to boost awareness of intestinal worms and achieve complete eradication
of Soil-Transmitted Helminths in children.

37) When was National Productivity Council of India established?
A.1998
B.1955
C.1985
D.1958

Answer D
Explanation National Productivity Council of India was established in1958 in New Delhi.

38) What is India's rank in Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2021/2022
Report?
A.5
B.2
C.4
D.1

Answer C
Explanation Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2021/2022 report: India ranked 4th.

39) When will Mumbai International Film Festival 17th edition begin?
A.28 May
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B.29 May
C.27 May
D.26 May

Answer B
Explanation The 17th edition of the Mumbai International Festival for Documentary, Short
Fiction, and Animation films (MIFF-2022) is scheduled to occur from 29 May to 4 June 2022.

40) Where was EOS-04 launched from By ISRO?
A.Sriharikota
B.Shiridi
C.Srinagar
D.shillong

Answer A
Explanation The satellites were launched onboard the launch vehicle PSLV-C52 rocket from the
primary Launch Pad of Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.

41) When did the Nepal Supreme Court Judges went on Strike against Rana?
A.November 2021
B.October 2021
C.September 2021
D.December 2021

Answer A
Explanation In November 2021, the judges of the Supreme Court went on strike against Rana.
Consistent with them, Rana was allocating cases only to specific benches.

42) What percentage of strength is required in the house for suspending a
Judge in Nepal?
A.50%
B.75%
C.25%
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D.80%

Answer C
Explanation 25% votes of the total strength of the house are sufficient to suspend the judge. This
weak criterion is the main reason behind the frequent impeachment of the chief justices.

43) When was Action Agenda for India-Japan Investment & Trade Promotion
and Asia-Pacific Economic Integration signed between India and Japan?
A.April 2005
B.April 2001
C.April 2011
D.April 2015

Answer D
Explanation Japan Industrial Townships (JITs) were found out following "Action Agenda for
India-Japan Investment & Trade Promotion and Asia-Pacific Economic Integration," which was
signed between METI (Japan) and DPIIT (India) in April 2015.

44) How many companies are present in the JITs now?
A.100
B.104
C.114
D.111

Answer C
Explanation Presently, there are 114 Japanese companies across JITs. Neemrana and Sri City
industrial townships host most of the Japanese companies.

45) When was diplomatic relations established between India And Kiribati?
A.1995
B.1988
C.1955
D.1985
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Answer D
Explanation India and Kiribati established their diplomatic relations in 1985. High Commission
of India in Suva, Fiji, is accredited to Kiribati.

46) When did India supply COVID Relief medical supplies to Kiribati?
A.13 Feb
B.12 Feb
C.14 Feb
D.16 Feb

Answer A
Explanation On February 13, 2022, India supplied medical supplies to Kiribati after the Pacific
Island nation asked for help handling the primary outbreak of COVID-19.

47) How many apps did India ban since border tensions started with China?
A.213
B.321
C.231
D.132

Answer B
Explanation India has blocked 321 apps since border tensions started with China in May 2020.

48) How many Apps were banned in June 2021 by India?
A.50
B.95
C.55
D.59

Answer D
Explanation In June 2021, India banned 59 Chinese mobile applications, including widely-used
social media platforms like TikTok, WeChat, and Helo, as they posed a threat to India's
sovereignty and security.
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49) When was Hippocratic Oath revised by World Medical Association?
A.1947
B.1984
C.1948
D.1944

Answer C
Explanation This Oath was revised by World Medical Association (WMA) and promoted
because of the Declaration of Geneva in 1948.

50) When was Indian Medical Association (IMA) established?
A.1922
B.1928
C.1988
D.1998

Answer B
Explanation It was established as the All India Medical Association in 1928. In 1930, it was
renamed the "Indian Medical Association." It's a society registered under the "Societies Act of
India."

51) When was National Health Agency reconstituted as National Health
Authority?
A.Jan 2009
B.Jan 2019
C.Jan 2000
D.Jan 2001

Answer B
Explanation National Health Agency was reconstituted as National Health Authority in January
2019.
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52) How much does INSPIRE-1 weigh?
A.1.8 kg.
B.8.8 kg.
C.8.1 kg.
D.8 kg.

Answer C
Explanation The weight of INSPIRE-1 is 8.1 kg.

53) When did the freedom convoy protest began in canada?
A.22 Jan 2022
B.12 Jan 2022
C.21 Jan 2022
D.11 Jan 2022

Answer B
Explanation It evolved into a protest about COVID-19 restrictions generally. It started on
January 22, 2022, as many vehicles formed convoys from several points.

54) When did the Russia-Ukrainian start?
A.2004
B.2001
C.2011
D.2014

Answer D
Explanation Some 100,000 Russian troops again massed near the border by December 2021.
This crisis started from the protracted Russia-Ukrainian War started in early 2014.

55) When was Fukushima nuclear energy Plant first commisioned?
A.1977
B.1971
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C.1911
D.1970

Answer B
Explanation Fukushima nuclear energy Plant was first commissioned in 1971. It consists of six
boiling water reactors.

56) When is Telanganas Medaram Jatara Festival 2022?
A.16 February to 17, 2022
B.16 February to 19, 2022
C.17 February to 19, 2022
D.16 February to 18, 2022

Answer B
Explanation In 2022, the festival is being held from 16 February to 19, 2022. Medaram Jatara is
the second-largest fair in India, after the Kumbh Mela.

57) Who is the former judge of the Jammu and Kashmir supreme court?
A. Gita Mittal
B.Adarsh Sein Anand
C.S.C. Mathur
D.S.S. Kang

Answer A
Explanation The Delhi supreme court has appointed the former judge of the Jammu and Kashmir
supreme court, Gita Mittal, because of the Chairperson of the Committee of Administrators,
which can run the Ping-Pong Federation of India (TTFI).

58) What is Hermes Starliner unmanned system wingspan?
A.7 meters
B.10 meters
C.11 meters
D.17 meters
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Answer D
Explanation The Hermes Starliner, which features a wingspan of 17 meters and weighs 1.6 tons,
can fly for up to 36 hours at an altitude of about 7,600 meters and may carry a further 450 kg of
electro-optical thermal, radar, and other payloads.

59) When was International Childhood Cancer Day first celebrated?
A.2001
B.2002
C.2003
D.2004

Answer B
Explanation International Childhood Cancer Day was created in 2002 by Childhood Cancer
International, a worldwide network of 176 parent organizations, childhood cancer survivor
associations, childhood cancer support groups, and cancer societies, in over 93 countries, across 5
continents.

60) When does Maru Mahotsav begin?
A.12 Feb
B.14 Feb
C.13 Feb
D.15 Feb

Answer C
Explanation The renowned Jaisalmer Desert Festival, also referred to as Maru Mahotsav of the
Golden City, started from 13 to 16 February 2022 at Pokaran village in Jaisalmer, Rajasthan.

61) When did SBI first filed a complaint on ABG Shipyard Ltd?
A.November 8, 2019
B.November 8, 2011
C.November 8, 2009
D.November 8, 2020

Answer A
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Explanation SBI had first filed a complaint on November 8, 2019, and had sought some
clarifications on March 12, 2020.

62) When was ABG Shipyard Ltd founded?
A.1987
B.1986
C.1988
D.1985

Answer D
Explanation The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Mumbai. It's
shipbuilding operations in Dahej and Surat in Gujarat.

63) How much will the import tax difference between CPO and refined palm
oil increase?
A. 8.2%
B. 8.5%
C. 8.25%
D. 8%

Answer C
Explanation After the reduction in AIDC, the import tax difference between CPO and refined
palm oil would increase to 8.25 percent.

64) How much should the government must increase the difference to
encourage local refining?
A.10%
B.11%
C.12%
D.13%

Answer B
Explanation This reduction will help Indian refiners, but the government must increase the
difference to 11 percent to encourage local refining.
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65) Which article provides the power for governor to to summon, prorogue
and dissolve the assembly?
A.Article 175
B.Article 176
C.Article 174
D.Article 172

Answer C
Explanation Article 174 provides powers to the Governor to summon, prorogue and dissolve the
legislature. The Governor can do so only supported conditions as mentioned in Article 163.

66) Which article provides power for governor to address the houses during
their commencement?
A.Article 175
B.Article 174
C.Article 177
D.Article 176

Answer D
Explanation Article 176: The Governor shall address the houses during their commencement.

67) When was second moon of Elektra discovered?
A.December 6, 2015
B.December 6, 2014
C.December 6, 2016
D.December 6, 2011

Answer B
Explanation The second moon of Elektra is named S/2014 (130) 1 or S2, which was discovered
on December 6, 2014, by Dr. Bin Yang and his team using the SPHERE facility on ESO's Very
Large Telescope. It's a diameter of around 2 km.

68) When was The130 Elektra first found?
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A.February 1877
B.February 1874
C.February 1873
D.February 1875

Answer C
Explanation Elektra may be a giant main-belt asteroid. Litchfield Observatory astronomer
Christian Peters had first discovered it on February 17, 1873.

69) When did National Commission for De-Notified, Nomadic and Semi
Nomadic Tribe submit it's report?
A.December 2018
B.December 2015
C.December 2017
D.December 2016

Answer C
Explanation Commission submitted its report in December 201

70) Foe How many years is the Scheme for Economic Empowerment of DNTs
planned for?
A.6 years
B.5 years
C.7 years
D.8 years

Answer B
Explanation Under the Scheme, approximately Rs 200 crore will be spent over 5 years, from
2021-22 to 2025-26.

71) When will be the Nanna Shale Nanna Koduge App launched?
A.12 Feb
B.18 Feb
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C.14 Feb
D.16 Feb

Answer C
Explanation Department of Primary & education in Karnataka developed an app titled Nanna
Shale Nanna Koduge. Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai will launch the app on February 14,
2022.

72) How long does the new JET model can run for?
A.3 Sec
B.2 Sec
C.5 Sec
D.7 Sec

Answer C
Explanation The new JET model can run just for 5 seconds. After this, the plasma loses stability.
The duration is extremely short. However, in terms of nuclear timescale, it's very long.

73) When did government Of India put a ban on drones?
A.6 Feb
B.7 Feb
C.8 Feb
D.9 Feb

Answer D
Explanation On February 9, 2022, the Union government put a ban on the import of drones aside
from security, research, and defense purposes.

74) How much will the Biezel Green own in Biomass-Based Hydrogen Plant in
india?
A.70%
B.50%
C.10%
D.80%
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Answer B
Explanation The reactor can produce methane, hydrogen, and biochar from biomass. Biezel
Green will own 50 percent of the venture. While 50 percent will come from interested farmers.

75) When is Gurudas Ravidas Jayanti celebrated?
A.10 Feb
B.17 Feb
C.18 Feb
D.16 Feb

Answer D
Explanation Guru Ravidas Jayanti was observed on February 16, 2022, in the honor of the
birthday of Guru Ravidas.

76) What is LAHDC?
A.Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Corporation
B.Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council
C.Ladakh Autonomous Hill Developing` Council
D.Ladakh Authority Hill Development Council

Answer A
Explanation Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council is called as LAHDC

77) How much did Indias wholesale inflation decreased this month?
A.12.96
B.12.99
C.12.66
D.12.69

Answer A
Explanation Indias wholesale inflation has eased to 12.96 uninterested in January from 13.56
uninterested in the previous month.
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78) When does India's G20 Presidency end?
A.30 November 2022
B.30 November 2023
C.30 November 2021
D.30 November 2022

Answer B
Explanation India will hold the Presidency of the G20 from 1 December 2022 to 30 November
2023 and therefore the G20 Summit is going to be held in India in 2023 (18th edition).

79) When was Quit Tobacco App Launched By WHO?
A.Feb 14
B.Feb 15
C.Feb 16
D.Feb 17

Answer B
Explanation World Health Organization (WHO) South-East Asia Region (SEAR) has launched a
Quit Tobacco App on February 15

80) What is SPMCIL?
A.Security Printing and Mining Corporation of India Limited
B.Security Printing and Minting Corporation of India Limited
C.Security Printer and Minting Council of India Limited
D.Security Printing and Minting Corporation of India Limited

Answer D
Explanation On the occasion of the 17th foundation day of Security Printing and Minting
Corporation of India Limited, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman launched the first color
souvenir coin on 'Panchtantra' (SPMCIL).

81) By When did the Department of Fertilizers sought comments from all
stakeholders on the draft Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Bill, 2022?
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A.Feb 26
B.Feb 25
C.Feb 27
D.Feb 24

Answer B
Explanation The Department of Fertilizers has sought comments from all stakeholders on the
draft Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Bill, 2022, by February 26.

82) What does Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Bill, 2022 aims to do?
A.To regulate Fertilizers
B.To establish Integrated Plant Nutrition Management Authority.
C.To reduce the Fertilizer uses in Farming
D.None Of The Above

Answer B
Explanation The bill seeks to determine India's Integrated Plant Nutrition Management
Authority.

83) When did DefExpo first happen?
A.1995
B.1997
C.1996
D.1999

Answer C
Explanation The DefExpo 2022 is the biggest since it started in 1996, with the participation of
900 exhibitors.

84) When does DefExpo 2022 begin?
A.11 March
B.13 March
C.12 March
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D.10 March

Answer D
Explanation The DefExpo 2022 is planned to be held from 10 March to 13 March 2022.

85) When was National Institute Of Career Services established?
A.October 1964
B.October 1965
C.October 1966
D.October 1967

Answer A
Explanation In October 1964, the National Institute for Career Service was established.

86) When does NCS portal launched?
A.July 2014
B.July 2016
C.July 2015
D.July 2017

Answer C
Explanation PM Narendra Modi launched the NCS portal in July 2015 to connect various
opportunities with the youths' ambitions by providing employment services in a user-friendly and
transparent manner.

87) How long does Fintech Open Month happen for?
A.2 Weeks
B.1 Week
C.3 Week
D.4 Week

Answer C
Explanation It's a three-week-long virtual summit organized from February 728, 2022.
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88) When does Fintech Open Month end?
A.February 25, 2022
B.February 26, 2022
C.February 27, 2022
D.February 28, 2022

Answer D
Explanation It's a three-week-long virtual summit organized from February 728, 2022.

89) When was National Centre for Disease Control established?
A.July 1966
B.July 1964
C.July 1963
D.July 1965

Answer C
Explanation The National Centre for Disease Control is an institute under the Indian Directorate
General of Health Services, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. It was established in July
1963 for research in epidemiology and control of communicable diseases and to reorganize the
activities of the Malaria Institute of India.

90) How many laboratories is under the INSACOG?
A.40 Labs
B.35 Labs
C.38 Labs
D.36 Labs

Answer C
Explanation INSACOG works as a consortium of 38 national laboratories located across India.
It's involved in genome sequencing. INSACOG works as a consortium of 38 national laboratories
located across India. It's involved in genome sequencing.

91) How long has been the US Woman who got stem cell transplant free of
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HIV Virus?
A.12 months
B.14 months
C.16 months
D.18 months

Answer B
Explanation She has now been freed from the virus for 14 months. A duct blood transplant was
done in her case.

92) What is the life cycle of solar panel?
A.15 to 25 years
B.20 to 25 years
C.25 to 30 years
D.25 years

Answer B
Explanation The life cycle of a solar array is 20 to 25 years; therefore, the problem we face is yet
to return, but when it eventually catches up, the state will be handling an enormous problem with
most of the landfills being crammed with solar waste.

93) What is NMSC?
A.National Maritime Security Councilor
B.National Maritime Security Council
C.National Maritime Security Corporation
D.National Maritime Security Coordinator

Answer D
Explanation National Maritime Security Coordinator is NMSC

94) What is the speed limit of Motorcycles while carrying children under the
age of 4?
A.20 km / h
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B.40 km / h
C.30 km / h
D.50 km / h

Answer B
Explanation According to the new rules, the speed of motorcycles carrying children under the
age of 4 has been limited to 40 km / h.

95) How is TriSb92 taken by the patients?
A.Orally
B.Injections
C.nasally
D.None of the above

Answer C
Explanation The effect of TriSb92 starts immediately after its administration, in contrast to
vaccine protection. TriSb92 is sent nasally.

96) When was Karnataka Bank Established?
A.1925
B.1924
C.1923
D.1922

Answer B
Explanation Karnataka Bank is a bank in Karnataka. The company was founded in Mangaluru,
Karnataka, on February 18, 1924.

97) Where is JP Morgan Bank Headquarters?
A.Los Angeles
B.Manhattan
C.New York
D.London
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Answer C
Explanation It is headquartered in New York

98) How long is the Cope South 22 exercise?
A.4 days
B.5 days
C.6 Days
D.7 Days

Answer C
Explanation The air forces of Bangladesh and the U.S. will conduct a joint tactical airlift
exercise, 'Cope South 22'. The six-day exercise was sponsored by Pacific Air Forces (PACAF).

99) Which age group does the New India Literacy Program cover?
A.15 Years
B.below 15 years
C.Above 15 years
D.15 years and above altogether

Answer D
Explanation The scheme will cover non-literates of 15 years and above altogether states/UTs
within the country.
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